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1 Introduction 

 

Over the last two decades transparent conducting oxides (TCOs) such as SnO2, ZnO, In2O3, 

Ga2O3, CdO and their ternary and more complex alloys have been of increasing interest. 

The most compelling motivation to study TCOs is the increasing number of applications 

including the large flat screen high-definition televisions (HDTVs including liquid crystal 

display (LCD), plasma and organic light-emitting diode (OLED) based displays), large and 

high-resolution flat screens for portable computers, the energy-efficient low-emittance 

windows, solar control and electrochromic windows, thin film photovoltaics (PV), oxide 

based transistors and transparent electronics as well as hand-held, flexible and smart 

devices [1]. It is predicted that the transparent display market will sharply grow to reach a 

$87.2 billion volume by the year 2025 as can been seen in Fig. 1.1 [2]. 

 

 

Fig. 1.1. Transparent display technology evolution and global display market (from Ref. [2]). 

 

SnO2 belongs to the important family of oxide materials that combine low electrical 

resistance with high optical transparency in the visible range of the electromagnetic 

spectrum. Another property of SnO2 is that, although it is transparent in the visible, it is 

highly reflective for infrared light. Thus, tin oxide or fluorine-doped tin oxide (SnO2:F) is 

widely used as a coating in energy efficient windows. Karlsson et al. reported that 

windows with tin oxide coatings are efficient in preventing radiative heat loss, due to their 

low thermal emittance of approximately 0.15, compared to about 0.84 for uncoated 

glass [3].  
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In addition to above mentioned applications as a TCO material, SnO2 may also be 

applied to serve as the front electrode of solar cells, electrochromic mirrors and windows, 

as a layer to defrost windows of aircrafts and automobiles, as a coating of oven windows, 

as a static dissipation layer, as a layer of touch-panel controls, as electromagnetic shielding 

etc. [4]. 

Apart from being applied as a TCO material, SnO2 is also used as oxidation catalyst, 

and as the active material in solid state gas sensors. For these two applications the surface 

of SnO2 is of direct relevance. More details about these applications of SnO2 can be found 

in Ref. [5] and [6].  

Of all TCO materials, SnO2 related materials are cheapest (SnO2:F), and possess the 

highest transparency (Cd2SnO4), the lowest plasma frequency (SnO2:F), the highest work 

function and best contact to p-Si (SnO2:F), the best thermal stability (SnO2:F), the best 

mechanical durability (SnO2:F), the best chemical durability (SnO2:F), and are least toxic 

(SnO2:F) [4]. 

Ever since the first report of transparent conducting CdO films prepared by thermal 

oxidation of sputtered cadmium by Bädeker in 1907 [7], the interest in transparent 

conductors has increased tremendously. Numerous techniques for depositing several very 

useful transparent conducting oxides, notably antimony-doped tin oxide or fluorine-doped 

tin oxide and tin-doped indium oxide have been developed, some are used at large-scale 

production levels [8]. During the 1960s to 1980s, much effort was dedicated to single 

crystal growth by vapor-phase techniques [9-13]. The first group to successfully grow 

SnO2 crystals were Marley et al. at the Corning Glass Works Laboratory in 1961 [14]. The 

fabricated bulk crystals were mostly needles or rods with a relatively small size only up to 

7720 mm
3
 [15]. Its material properties including electrical properties, fundamental 

energy gap and optical absorption were closely studied at that time [9, 10, 16-18]. Despite 

the progress in single crystal growth the crystal size achievable for SnO2 is still limited. 

Until now, a single crystal SnO2 substrate is still not available.  

However, interest in SnO2 has not been affected by the lack of large size single crystals. 

Up to now, a number of methods have been developed to produce thin SnO2 films, 

including atomic layer deposition (ALD) [19-21], spray pyrolysis [22, 23], pulsed laser 

deposition (PLD) [24], molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) [25], sputtering [26, 27], metal 

organic chemical vapor deposition (MOCVD) [28, 29], chemical vapor deposition (CVD) 

[30], etc. On the large-scale production level, notably F-doped SnO2 and Sb-doped SnO2 

can be produced on various substrates depending on the intended application. Glass and 

plastic substrates are commonly used in low temperature processes. CVD is a favorable 

technique and suitable for commercial exploitation since it can yield a high growth rate, 

and it is inexpensive and versatile and capable of producing films of high quality. 
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Furthermore, if the process is well controlled, films with a homogenous thickness and 

stoichiometry can be deposited on complex substrates.  

Since many of the emerging applications of SnO2 in functional wide-bandgap 

semiconductor devices require highly crystalline epitaxial films, an understanding of the 

effects of growth parameters and substrate selection on the quality of the epitaxial SnO2 is 

important. Recently, huge efforts have been made to grow epitaxial SnO2 thin films on 

different substrates, such as on c-, a-, m-, and r-plane sapphire, TiO2 (110) and (001), Y-

stabilized ZrO2 (100) and (120), SrTiO3 (111), 6H-SiC (0001), MgO (100), and InP (100) 

etc. [20, 21, 24, 31-41]. However, it turns out to be rather difficult to obtain high-quality 

heteroepitaxial films with smooth surfaces, because of the large lattice mismatch between 

SnO2 and the substrate materials available.  

The main purposes of this study were to fabricate SnO2 films on different substrates by 

CVD, to investigate the influence of the experimental parameters on the growth rate, 

composition, and the quality of the films, to find the growth mechanism of the film, and to 

obtain high-quality SnO2 films. If such high-quality SnO2 films were available, we could 

examine the structure, morphology, optical, electrical properties of this material, and 

understand the many interesting anisotropic properties of SnO2.  

Despite a fairly large lattice mismatch between SnO2 and sapphire, sapphire has several 

advantages as a substrate material: it is stable at high temperatures, optically transparent, 

and it is cheap compared to other crystalline substrates. This dissertation focuses on SnO2 

thin films on c- and r-plane sapphires and quartz glass substrates. We have succeeded in 

obtaining transparent high-quality single crystalline SnO2 films with thickness up to a few 

micrometers by CVD on c- and r-plane sapphire substrates. 

There have been several reports in the literature discussing the growth mechanism of 

SnO2 (101) on r-sapphire [31, 42], but none so far for SnO2-epitaxy on c-plane sapphire. In 

this work we report on the epitaxial growth of SnO2 films on c-sapphire using chemical 

vapor deposition (CVD), and investigate the growth mechanism of SnO2 (100) film on 

Al2O3 (0001) by a detailed X-ray diffraction (XRD) analysis complemented with scanning 

electron microscopy.  

This thesis is organized as follows. 

Chapter 2 starts with an introduction of the established crystalline structure of SnO2, 

followed by a brief summary of the known physical properties such as electrical, optical 

properties of SnO2 material. The working principle of the CVD technique and the specific 

setup used in this work as well as the experimental parameters of the deposition will 

shortly be described in Chapter 3. 

Chapter 4 outlines the characterization techniques employed in this work. Those are X-

ray diffraction (XRD), atomic force microscopy (AFM), and scanning electron microscopy 

(SEM), X-ray photoemission spectroscopy (XPS), Raman spectroscopy for structure, 
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surface and cross-section morphologies, and stoichiometry characterization, and 

photoluminescence (PL), optical transmission and Hall effect measurements for 

determining optical and electrical properties. 

In Chapter 5, we briefly discuss the SnO2 films grown on quartz glass and describe the 

influence of the substrate temperature on the film growth rate. The structure, morphology 

and optical properties of the polycrystalline SnO2 films are introduced. 

In Chapter 6, we describe the systematic investigation of the properties of the films 

grown on c-sapphire at a substrate temperature lower than 900 °C. The extensive 

experiments and detailed characterization of series of SnO2 films of different thickness 

reveal the growth mechanism of the SnO2 film on c-sapphire. 

Chapter 7 presents a discussion of the mirror symmetry growth of SnO2 grown at a 

substrate temperature lower than 900 °C on r-sapphire, and the tilt of the film on the 

substrate is determined.  

The successful growth of thick, high-quality epitaxial SnO2 films on c- and r-plane 

substrates and thick polycrystalline film on quartz glass at high substrate temperature of 

900 °C is described in Chapter 8. The structural characteristics of the high-quality layers 

have been investigated in detail. Angle dependent Raman measurements were performed 

and confirm the results of the XRD characterization. Low temperature PL shows a 

recombination line of SnO2 at 3.30eV. This emission line could be interpreted as an 

excitonic transition. The optical characterization of the high-quality SnO2 films is 

presented in the last subsection. Finally, a brief summary and an outlook for future work 

are given in Chapter 9. 
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2 SnO2: a brief review of material and 

properties 

 

Tin (IV) oxide (with the formula SnO2) is also known as stannic oxide in the older notation. 

The mineral form of SnO2 is called cassiterite, and this is the main ore of tin. SnO2 is an n-

type, wide-band-gap semiconductor. 

 

2.1 Crystal structure 

 

SnO2 possesses several polymorphs such as the rutile-type (P42/mnm), CaCl2-type (Pnnm, 

12 GPa), -PbO2-type (Pbcn, 17 GPa), pyrite-type (Pa3̅, 17 GPa), ZrO2-type orthorhombic 

phase I (Pbca, 18 GPa), fluorite-type (Fm3̅m, 24 GPa), cotunnite-type orthorhombic phase 

II (Pnam, 33 GPa) [1]. SnO2 is cassiterite with a tetragonal rutile structure under ambient 

conditions [2]. In this dissertation we focus on rutile SnO2.  

Tin has the electronic configuration [Kr]4d
10

5s
2
5p

2
. Rutile SnO2 has a tetragonal 𝐷4ℎ

14 

symmetry. The unit cell of SnO2, as shown schematically in Fig. 2.1, is tetragonal (a = 

0.4378 nm, c = 0.3187 nm [3]) and contains six atoms, two tin and four oxygen. Sn atoms 

are situated at (0, 0, 0) and (1/2a, 1/2a, 1/2c) and oxygen atoms at (ua, -ua, 0) and (1/2a, 

1/2a, 1/2c)  (ua, ua, 0), with u=0.307. Oxygen atoms are joined to form octahedral 

network, and the metal atoms regularly occupy the interstitial sites of the oxygen 

octahedral [4]. Thus, each Sn atom has six nearest oxygen neighbors, which form a 

distorted octahedron. Sn atoms fill the center positions of the oxygen octahedra. The 

distance between Sn and O atoms within one octahedron is 2.057 Å. [5] 

There are two angles between the equilateral O atoms,  (between anion 1 and 2 as 

well as 3 and 4) and  (between anion 2 and 3 as well as 4 and 1) as shown in Fig. 2.1. The 

sum of these two angles is 180°, where  = 78.1° and  = 101.9° (calculated according to 

Ref.[6]). The lower symmetry of the tetragonal crystal structure of SnO2 leads to an 

anisotropy in the electronic and optical properties. For example, the smaller distance 

between Sn atoms along the c-axis, may result in a higher atomic orbital overlap and thus a 

more conductive pathway for electron transport [7].  
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Fig. 2.1. Crystal structure of the tetragonal SnO2 with the cassiterite structure (drawn 

with the program CrystalMaker). 

 

 

 

Fig. 2.2. The Brillouin zone of SnO2 in the rutile structure. The special points R, X, and 

the zone center  are highlighted (from Refs. [8, 9]). 

 

The Brillouin zone of SnO2 has also simple tetragonal symmetry and is shown in Fig. 

2.2 with all symmetry points and axis labelled in the usual way [10].  
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2.2 Physical properties 

 

2.2.1 Band structure  

 

Despite SnO2 being a binary oxide of fairly high symmetry and its band structure having 

been studied theoretically [8, 9, 11-13] and experimentally [14-17] for almost 50 years, its 

band structure is still not entirely understood. The reasons are that the unit cell contains a 

fairly large number of atoms, i.e. two tin atoms and four oxygen atoms, and that the effect 

of the Coulomb interaction on the excited states of the system probed by optical 

experiments is not negligible. The large number of atoms in the unit cell leads to many 

bands of different symmetry character at the valence band edge, which are energetically in 

close vicinity. It took until recently that the Coulomb interaction, which is inherently 

present in experiment, could be accounted for in ab initio calculations of the band structure 

of SnO2. This is important as the excitonic effects are of the same order as the energy 

differences between the valence bands. However, effects of spin-orbit coupling are still not 

fully accounted for. Conduction band minimum (CBM) and the valence band maximum 

(VBM) are located at the  point of the Brillouin zone. Robertson et al. [12] were one of 

the first to give a reasonable description of the SnO2 band structure. The conduction bands 

arise from s and p states of Sn with the CB edge at  being mainly s-like. The upper 

valence bands are mainly due to tin d and oxygen p states. The CBM at zone center  is 

formed out of Sn 5s states. Robertson et al. (see Ref. [7], chapter 2) reported that the upper 

valence band from 0 eV down to -8.1 eV consists mainly of O 2p states, mixed with some 

Sn s and p states. At -16 eV, there are mainly O 2s states (see Fig. 2.3a).  

The upper valence band in SnO2 is typical for many oxides. It is relatively flat, and thus 

has a large effective mass. The conduction band of SnO2 exhibits significant free-electron 

like character in the  direction (-X direction), or  direction (-M direction), where the 

direct gap was calculated as 3.7 eV by Mishra et al. [13] and as 3.6 eV by Barbarat and 

Calatayud et al. [18, 19], respectively. Other theoretical and experimental works reported 

the values of the SnO2 band-gap in the range from 3.5 to 4.7 eV [9, 20-23]. The analysis of 

the partial density of states is shown in Fig. 2.3(b) (from Ref. [13]). It can be seen that at 

the valence band edge O 2p states as well as Sn 4d states contribute significantly to the 

density of states. 

The effective mass of the conduction electron is expected to be rather small from the 

band structure. Mi et al. reported that the theoretical values of the effective mass for SnO2 

were m* = 0.26 m0 and m*‖ = 0.20 m0, where  and ‖ are perpendicular and parallel to the 

c axis, or along the -X and -Z (see in Fig. 2.2) in the Brillouin zone (m0 is the free 
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electron mass) [24]. Based on the cyclotron resonance, Button et al. obtained the results of 

m* = 0.299 m0 and m*‖ = 0.234 m0, which were in good agreement with the calculated 

values [25]. A value of the effective mass of a valence-band of 1.0 m0 was suggested by 

Sanon et al. [23]. 

 

 
 

Fig. 2.3. (a) Band structures, and (b) density of states of SnO2 (from Ref. [13]). 

 

 

2.2.2 Transport properties 

 

SnO2 shows n-type conductivity. Oxygen vacancies are commonly considered as the 

source of the n-type conductivity. However, first-principles investigations of undoped 

SnO2 by Kilic and Zunger [26] predicted that although oxygen vacancies are contributing 

to carrier generation, the majority electron generation takes place due to tin interstitials 

(Sni). The Sni defect states appear above the CBM and thus readily create conduction 

electrons, whereas oxygen vacancies are shallow donors, whose energies are located below 

CBM.  

Transport measurements were carried out on single crystal samples because of their 

high crystal quality. Fonstad and Rediker reported that single crystals of SnO2 with low 

carrier concentrations of ~10
16

/cm
3
 possess a mobility near 260 cm

2
/Vs at room 

temperature [27]. It should be noted, that the electron mobility in thin films is usually 

much lower than that measured in single crystals. For instance, in epitaxial films (100 nm 

thick) with electron concentrations of the order of 10
19

 cm
-3

, an electron mobility of 

37 cm
2
/Vs was reported [28]. The significant decrease in mobility is at least partially due 

to scattering by crystal defects, such as antiphase boundaries, domain boundaries, planar 
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defects, stacking faults and partial dislocations, the density of which varies with film 

thickness. For polycrystalline films deposited onto glass or polymer substrates, apart from 

the above mentioned scattering processes, electron scattering by charged grain boundaries 

needs to be considered as a contribution similar to the charged surface in films [7]. Hall 

effect measurements showed that both electron concentration and mobility decrease with a 

reduction of film thickness, which is ascribed to the scattering of electrons by crystal 

defects and interfaces and the effect of a native space charge region at the near-surface 

region of the films [29].  

The conductivity of SnO2 films is also dependent on the growth conditions, as the 

stoichiometry depends on the growth conditions such as oxygen partial pressure or 

substrate temperature [22].  

 

 

2.2.3 Optical properties 
 

The interest in SnO2 coatings is due to the coexistence of high electrical conductivity and a 

high transparency in the visible range of the electromagnetic spectrum. Typical SnO2 

transmission spectra are shown in Fig. 2.4. At short wavelengths (high energies) electron-

interband transitions from the valence band to the conduction band suppress the 

transmission. While for long wavelengths (low energies) light is reflected because of the 

plasma edge. The high transparency in the visible wavelength range of 400 - 800 nm was 

explained by a low concentration of mid-gap states, typically responsible for absorption of 

photons with energies below the band-gap energy [7].  

 

 
 

Fig. 2.4. Optical transmittance of SnO2 films for different conductivity of the films. 

(From Ref. [30]). 
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Undoped SnO2 films exhibit a larger band-gap, typically more than 3.6 eV. The nature 

of the lowest optical band gap of SnO2 was heavily disputed for a long time. Theoretical 

prediction included an indirect gap [9, 31], a dipole-allowed direct gap as well as a dipole-

forbidden direct gap [8, 11, 32]. Clarification was sought by performing optical 

experiments at low temperatures [14-16]. However, at low temperatures excitonic effects 

were dominating the spectra making the analysis more difficult. Consistent with most 

experiments is the band ordering suggested by Schleife. He proposed a direct gap at the  

point. The conduction band edge is basically s-like and of 1
+ symmetry in 𝐷4ℎ (using the 

notation of Koster) [33]. The valence bands comprised of O 2p and Sn 4d states exhibit the 

following ordering and symmetries 3
+, 5

−, 5
+, 1

+, 1
−. The 3

+ state is d-like, while the 

5
− state is p-like (Fig. 2.5). In particular, the states forming the lowest gap are of the same 

parity, thus the transition from 3
+ → 1

+  is a dipole-forbidden direct transition, The 

transition from 5
− → 1

+ , which is about 0.7 eV higher in energy, is a dipole-allowed 

direct transition. However, it is forbidden for light polarized parallel to the c-axis of the 

rutile lattice.  

 

 

 

Fig. 2.5. Plot of the quasiparticle eigenvalues together with allowed optical transitions at 

the  point of the Brillouin zone. Dashed lines indicate a two-fold degeneracy of the 

respective level. Solid black (dotted red) arrows show dipole-allowed optical transitions 

for light polarized perpendicular (parallel) to the c axis of the rutile lattice. (from Ref. [8]) 

 

In the literature one finds different approaches of fitting the experimental optical data 

of transmittance / absorption results in order to extract the optical band gap of SnO2. These 

depend on the temperature where the experiments were conducted as well as on the 

assumption made about the nature of the band gap. At temperatures above 200 °C 

excitonic effects appear to be negligible. In this temperature region fits have been 

performed mainly with so called Tauc-plots [34, 35], which are based on a kp-

perturbational description of the optical transition yielding 
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 𝛼(ℎ) 𝐴(ℎ − 𝐸𝑔)
1
2, (2.1) 

 

and 
 

 𝛼(ℎ) 𝐴(ℎ − 𝐸𝑔)
3
2 (2.2) 

 

for a dipole-allowed and a dipole-forbidden direct transition, respectively. Many authors 

use the former. In this thesis we use the latter in accordance with theory. 

It should be noted that fits of the data assuming Urbach tails may also yield a good 

description of the experimental data in this temperature range [15] 
 

 𝛼 𝛼0 ∙ exp (
𝑏0(ℎ−𝐸𝑔)

𝑘𝑇
). (2.3) 

 

Optical transmission of the conductive SnO2 films is limited in the near infra-red (IR) 

region by free carrier absorption. The corresponding plasma wavelength (or plasma 

frequency) depends on the carrier concentration and carrier effective mass. The plasma 

frequency is given by  
 

 𝑝  =  ( 
𝑛𝑒2

0𝑚∗
)

1/2

 (2.4) 

 

where n is the carrier concentration, e is the electron charge, 0 is the permittivity of free 

space,  is the high frequency permittivity, and m* is the electron effective mass. The 

high reflectivity in the near IR region below the plasma wavelength makes highly doped 

SnO2 suitable as a low-emissivity window coating.  

The wide band-gap of SnO2 is of potential interest for UV optoelectronics. Its 

calculated exciton binding energy is 130 meV. This is much higher than the reported 

binding energy value of 60 meV for ZnO and of 25 meV for GaN [7, 36]. However, in 

experiments Reimann et al. found that the exciton binding energies of three excitons of 

SnO2 were 32.76, 36.8, and 39.7 eV, respectively [37].  
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3 Chemical vapor deposition: principle 

and film deposition 

 

As mentioned in the introduction, various methods have been employed to grow SnO2 

films, such as ALD, PLD, MBE, sputter deposition, MOCVD, spray pyrolysis etc. Many of 

these techniques suffer from one or more drawbacks such as a low deposition rate, a 

prolonged post processing (e.g. annealing) time, or expensive targets, precursors, and 

apparatus. CVD is a favorable technique and suitable for commercial exploitation since it 

is based on an inexpensive and versatile process capable of producing films of high quality 

at a high growth rate. Several groups have used a CVD process to produce SnO2 thin films 

employing SnI4 or SnCl4 (Sn
4+

) as the Sn precursor [1, 2]. In this work we have attempted 

to use SnI2 (Sn
2+

) as Sn precursor to achieve SnO2 and also SnO films by CVD. However, 

we have not succeeded in growing SnO. The reason we will explain in section 3.2. We 

have also tried to employ pure-metal tin as tin precursor. Although the melting point is 

only 232 °C for metallic tin, we found, even when the temperature of the precursor 

reservoir reached 900 °C, that the evaporation rate of metal tin was only about 0.004 g/h 

and the growth rate of the film was very low, and again no SnO was obtained. In this 

chapter, we first briefly introduce the basic principle of CVD and the specific setup used in 

this work, then describe the typical experimental parameters for the deposition of SnO2 

films.  

 

3.1 CVD principle and apparatus 

 

In the broadest sense chemical vapor deposition involves the formation of a thin solid film 

on a substrate material by a chemical reaction of vapor-phase precursors. The chemical 

reactions of precursors occur in the gas phase and the product is deposited on to the 

substrate. The reactions can be promoted by heat (thermal CVD), higher frequency 

radiation such as UV (photo-assisted CVD) or plasma (plasma-enhanced CVD). In this 

thesis all the results are based on thermally activated chemical vapor deposition and the 

thermal energy is applied from the furnaces surrounding the reactor tube (hot-wall CVD). 

In thermal CVD, the film growth rate is determined by several parameters: the temperature 

of the substrate (reaction zone), the operating pressure of the reactor, and the composition 

and chemistry of the gas-phase, etc. The most important one of these parameters is the 

substrate temperature. The dependence of the SnO2 film growth rate on substrate 
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temperature is shown in section 5.1 in Fig. 5.1. The dependence on the O2 flow rate is 

discussed in section 6.2.1 in Fig. 6.6. A more detailed background and introduction to 

CVD techniques can be found in Ref. [3].  

 

 

 

Fig. 3.1. Mini CVD reactor (left) and CVD1 reactor (right). 

 

Two vertical, hot-wall CVD reactors (mini CVD and CVD1), which were built at the 

I. Physikalisches Institut (IPI) of Justus-Liebig-University Gießen, are used for the SnO2 

film deposition (in Fig. 3.1). A schematic representation of the CVD1 reactor is shown in 

Fig. 3.2. It consists of a five-temperature-zones furnace which is completely equipped with 

quartz tubes. The five temperature zones can be controlled individually and are suitable for 

temperatures up to 1100 °C. Powder tin iodide (SnI2, 99 + %, from Alfa Aesar Company) 

was filled into the reservoir. The SnI2 evaporation rate was controllable in the range from 

0.005 to 0.7 g/h through regulating the temperature of the reservoir in the range from 270 

to 450 °C. The SnI2 vapor was transported towards the reaction zone by an argon carrier 

gas (99.999%), which flowed in an inner quartz tube. The substrates were cleaned with 

acetone, methanol, and pure water consecutively in an ultrasonic bath, each for 15 min, and 

then blown dry with nitrogen gas and placed onto a sample holder made of quartz glass 

which is approximately 5 cm apart from the orifice of that separate tube. The sample 

holder was rotated at about 15 rpm during the deposition to improve the film homogeneity. 

Molecular oxygen gas (99.999%) was used as the oxygen precursor, and the O2 gas flow 

was varied from 0 to 50 sccm for the film deposition in this apparatus (from 0 to 65 sccm 

in the mini CVD). Prior to film deposition, the chamber was evacuated to 0.1 mbar. The 

pressure during the deposition was kept at 30 - 40 mbar. In order to achieve a constant 

temperature of the deposition zone, the whole chamber was heated for about one hour prior 
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to deposition. The films were deposited at a substrate temperature between 300 and 950 °C 

for 0.5 to 7.2 h with thicknesses of 0 to 8 µm. Almost all deposited films are transparent, if 

the films thickness is less than 1 µm. However, if the films are really epitaxial single 

crystals on sapphire substrates, even films with thickness larger than 4 µm will be still 

transparent (see chapter 8 for details). 

 

 

 

Fig. 3.2. Schematic representation of the five-temperature-zone reactor of CVD1. 

 

The mini CVD is a much simpler apparatus than the CVD1. The chamber design of the 

mini CVD is similar to that of the CVD1. However, the furnace of the mini CVD consists 

of one part only and cannot be separately controlled. The reservoir temperature is 

controlled by the furnace, and the substrate is heated with a halogen lamp, therefore the 

maximal stable temperature of the substrates that can be reached is only about 750 °C. The 

substrate holder cannot be rotated. 

More information about these CVD apparatuses used can be found in Refs. [4, 5]. 
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3.2 Film deposition 

 

During the course of this study, SnO2 films were prepared by CVD on different types of 

substrates, i.e. quartz glass, c-plane and r-plane sapphire substrates with the setups 

described above.  

 

Table 3.1. Summary of typical experimental parameters for deposition of SnO2 films in 

the chamber of the mini CVD system. 

 

substrate substrate 

temperature 

SnI2 

evaporation 

rate  

O2                  

gas flow rate 

pressure   

(during 

deposition) 

deposition 

rate 

 (°C) (g/h) (sccm) (mbar) (nm/h) 

c-sapphire 510 0.016 5 7.0 37 

 510 0.016 10 7.0 67 

 270-700 0.016 20 7.0 130 (510 °C) 

 510-650 0.016 40 7.0 244 (510 °C) 

 510 0.016 60 7.0 290 

r-sapphire 300-700 0.02-0.03 0; 1.5; 5; 10; 

15; 20; 25; 30; 

40; 50; 60;  65 

7.0 - 

 

Table 3.2. Summary of typical experiment parameters for deposition of SnO2 films in the 

chamber of the CVD1 system. 

 

substrate substrate 

temperature 

SnI2 

evaporation 

rate 

O2               

gas flow rate 

pressure 

(during 

deposition) 

deposition 

rate 

 (°C) (g/h) (sccm) (mbar) (nm/h) 

quartz glass 450-850 0.005-0.25 1 - 40 30;40 - 

r-sapphire 450-850 0.005-0.25 1 - 40 30;40 - 

c-sapphire 450-850 0.005-0.25 1 - 40 30;40 - 

quartz glass 900 0.7 40 30 ~4000  

r-sapphire 900 0.7 40 30 ~2000 

c-sapphire 900 0.7 40 30 ~1800 

      

As will be discussed in the following chapters, the deposition parameters have a strong 

influence on the properties of the films. Typical deposition parameters used in the present 
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study are summarized in the Table 3.1 and 3.2 for the chamber of the mini CVD system 

and CVD1 system, respectively. 

 

Because tin may have different oxidation states, both Sn(II)O and Sn(IV)O2 are 

possible products of the oxidation of SnI2 according to reactions (3.1) and (3.2), 

respectively: 
 

 SnI2 + 
1

2
 O2 = SnO + I2 (3.1) 

 

 SnI2 + O2 = SnO2 + I2. (3.2) 
 

Therefore, the Gibbs free energy changes G of SnO and SnO2 formation are calculated by 

the software HSC Chemistry based on Eq. (3.3): 
 

 .STHG   (3. 3) 
 

Here H and S are the enthalpy and entropy changes of the reactions, respectively. T is 

the absolute temperature of the reaction. As shown in Fig. 3.3, the formation of SnO2 

shows a lower Gibbs energy change compared with the formation of SnO in the 

temperature range of 500 - 1300 K. This means that the formation of SnO2 is 

thermodynamically favored over SnO. Consistent with this consideration, only SnO2 is 

identified as the reaction product without any SnO precipitates in our deposited films based 

on the XRD, XPS, and Raman spectroscopy results.  

 

 

 

Fig. 3.3. The Gibbs free energy changes of SnO and SnO2 formation as a function of 

reaction temperature. 

 

In both reactions (3.1) and (3.2) molecular iodine (I2) should also be produced. As no 

iodine could be detected by both XRD and XPS in any of the deposited films, we conclude 
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that iodine is not incorporated into the SnO2 films, and the I2 vapor is evacuated during the 

deposition. 
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4 Characterization methods: principles 

and instruments 

 

Several methods have been used to characterize the films deposited in this work. For 

structural characterization, X-ray diffraction (XRD), high-resolution X-ray diffraction 

(HRXRD), X-ray reflectometry (XRR), and Raman spectroscopy were employed. The 

surface and morphology analyses were accomplished by atomic force microscopy (AFM) 

and scanning electron microscopy (SEM). The chemical stoichiometry of the films was 

determined by X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS). The optical and electrical 

properties of the films were obtained by optical transmission, photoluminescence (PL) 

spectroscopy, and Hall-effect measurements. In this chapter, the main principles of these 

techniques, and the specific instruments and typical measurement conditions (parameters) 

used in this work are briefly described. 

 

4.1 Structural characterization methods  

 

4.1.1 X-ray diffraction 

 

X-ray diffraction is a powerful non-destructive method for material characterization, by 

which the crystal structure, orientation, grain size as well as lattice parameters (in-plane 

and out-of-plane), strain/relaxation, thickness and defect concentration of epitaxial thin 

films etc. can be determined [1, 2]. These measurements are possible because the incident 

X-ray beam wavelength (0.7 - 2.5 Å) is comparable with the distance between two adjacent 

atoms of the lattice, which is a few angstroms. The penetration depth of XRD is of the 

order of µm. Therefore, the crystalline structure of thin films is detected as well as that of 

the underlying substrate. Because of this capability, the structure relationship between film 

and substrate can be estimated using XRD results.  

When X-rays impinge on a crystal, the individual atoms act as secondary radiation 

emitters and cause interference analogous to the diffraction of light from a grating. 

Constructive interferences give the diffraction peaks according to Bragg’s law, 
 

  ndhkl sin2 , (4.1) 
 

where dhkl denotes the interplanar distance of the lattice planes (hkl),  is the incident angle 

and  is the diffracted X-ray wavelength.  
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Many types of X-ray measurements have been carried out on the thin films: -2 

(symmetrical) and -2 scans (asymmetrical), rocking curves, pole figures, -scan, grazing 

incidence in-plane diffraction (GIID), and reciprocal space mapping (RSM). A large 

number of publications on X-ray diffraction techniques can be found in Refs. [3-5]. Here 

we give some information only closely related to this dissertation.  

A standard Bragg-Brentano powder diffractometer, Siemens D5000, at the 

I. Physikalische Institut (IPI) of University Giessen is used for standard characterization of 

the films [6]. Depending on the coupling of the sample and/or detector rotations during 

diffraction measurements, two scan modes, i.e., -2 scan and rocking curve scan are 

typically employed for structural characterizations using this machine.  

In a -2 scan, the reflections from the planes parallel to the substrate surface are 

detected. This allows one to determine the lattice constant in the orientation along the 

growth direction of an epitaxial layer or polycrystalline film with respect to the substrate, 

as well as the crystallite size (D). The crystallite size is associated with the coherent crystal 

length and is deduced from -2 patterns using the Scherrer formula,  
 

 




cos
D , (4.2) 

 

where  is the Bragg angle, k is a correcting coefficient depending on the experimental 

setup and the crystallite shape. It is considered equal to 0.9 in the present case,  is the 

wavelength of the X-ray source, and  (in radians) is the full width at half maximum 

(FWHM) of the peak.  

In the rocking curve mode, known also as -scan, the sample is “rocked” by a small 

angle around the Bragg angle  with the detector remaining at a fixed position (2). The 

half width of the rocking curve is a direct measure of the range of orientation present in the 

crystal, thus, it is commonly used for evaluating the out-of-plane ordering of the epitaxial 

layers. 

 

Four-circle X-ray diffraction 

 

For an assessment of the quality of an epitaxial layer a four-circle X-ray diffractometer is 

necessarily required. In a four-circle X-ray diffractometer, the sample can be rotated in 

three planes, i.e., , , and -circles, as indicated in Fig. 4.1, plus the 2-circle for detector 

rotation, the diffractometer is thus called four-circle diffractometer. 
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Fig. 4.1. Schematic illustration of the configuration of a four-circle X-ray diffractometer. 

 

A Bruker D8 Discover four-circle diffractometer with Cu K  1 (   =1.54060 Å) 

radiation, in the Faculty of Materials Science and Engineering, Hubei University, China, 

was employed for characterization of epitaxially grown thin films on sapphire substrates. 

Information concerning the in-plane orientation relationships between the films and 

substrates can be obtained from HRXRD -scans. Analyzing the 2 values of different 

planes of a SnO2 film the lattice parameters of this film can be determined using the 

orthorhombic crystal geometry equation, 
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 . (4.3) 

 

SnO2 has tetragonal symmetry, but due to the possible strain stress in the deposited films, 

the lattice parameter a may nevertheless not be equal to b. Therefore we use the 

orthorhombic crystal geometry equation to substitute the tetragonal geometry equation.  

 

Some X-ray diffraction measurements of high-quality SnO2 films on c-sapphire were 

mainly carried out at the Institute of Experimental Physics of Magdeburg University. A 

Seifert/FPM URD6/TZ6 four-circle X-ray diffractometer, equipped with a Cu K X-ray 

source, Barthels primary monochromator, Eulerian cradle sample stage, and a Ge (220) 

secondary analyzer was applied for the - scan (pole figure) measurements. Grazing 

incidence diffraction was accomplished with a Seifert/FPM URD6 four-circle 

diffractometer, equipped with a Cu K radiation source, a primary vertical Soller 

collimator, a vertical translation sample holder, and a secondary vertical Soller collimator 

and LiF analyzer.  
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For grazing incidence X-ray diffraction (GIXRD), the detector scan mode is always 

adopted. Under grazing incidence conditions, with an incident angle of lower than 1°, the 

incident X-ray beam is nearly parallel to the film surface, thus the reflections generated 

from the planes perpendicular to the surface are detected. By grazing incidence - or -

scans, the in-plane orientation of the films with respect to the substrates can be directly 

determined. Depth sensitivity was obtained via the different acceptance angles of the 

sample for the incoming divergent light. 

The scan mode mapping a two-dimensional region of reciprocal space is known as 

reciprocal space map (RSM). Such a scan can be carried out by combining the 2- scan 

mode with the -scan mode in the following way: first, for a given length of the scattering 

angle an -scan is performed, the 2- scan mode is employed to change the length of the 

scattering vector by a small amount, then again an -scan is performed and so forth. RSMs 

were recorded with a GE/Seifert URD6 diffractometer equipped with a Ge (220) channel 

cut compressor, and a Braun position sensitive detector. The result of such a scan 

conducted at the position of the (200), (420), and (411) reflections of the SnO2 thin films 

are shown in section 6.3. 

 

4.1.2 X-ray reflectometry 

 

X-ray reflectometry is now a well-established method for the study of surfaces and thin 

layers, since it provides a wealth of information on thickness and interfacial properties on 

the nanometer scale, like layer thickness, the layer’s electronic densities, surface and 

interface roughness and morphology.      

In this study the XRR measurements were performed with the same diffractometer at 

University Giessen as used for X-ray powder diffraction, equipped with a modified sample 

stage, designed specially for XRR by Bruker AXS. The XRR measurements, at grazing 

incidence  -2 scan mode, of our SnO2 films were typically carried out from 2 = 0.35° to 

2.5° with a scan step of 0.002°. Afterwards, the program “Refsim”[7] was used to simulate 

the experimental curve, to obtain thickness, surface density, and roughness of the 

interfaces between the layer and substrate. Although the described setup allows the 

measurement of film thicknesses up to about 300 nm for a very smooth surface, we can, in 

practice, measure only films with thicknesses of less than 150 nm, due to the rough 

surfaces of the films. 

More detailed theoretical background on X-ray reflectivity and an introduction to 

practical X-ray reflectometry techniques can be found in Refs. [6, 8-10]. 
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4.1.3 Raman spectroscopy 

 

Raman spectroscopy yields information about the symmetry, structure, defects, and phase 

of a crystal. Variations in phonon mode intensities, line widths, line shapes, and 

frequencies can be used to study the crystal quality and structure as well as to prove the 

existence of defects and impurities. Angle-dependent Raman spectra reveal the symmetry 

properties of the vibrational modes and thus the symmetry of the crystalline material under 

study. Tin dioxide has a tetragonal rutile structure (space group
14

4hD , P42/mnm) with two 

SnO2 molecules per primitive unit cell. The symmetry character of the 15 optical phonon 

branches at the  point of the Brillouin zone may be derived by group theory: 
 

 rutile = A1g + A2g + A2u + B1g + B2g + 2B1u + Eg + 3Eu, (4.4) 
 

where the modes of A1g, B1g, B2g, and Eg symmetry are Raman active [11, 12]. Fig. 4.2 

shows the motions of oxygen anions with respect to stationary tin cations, either 

perpendicular to the c axis (modes A1g and B2g) or parallel to the c axis (mode Eg) [13]. 

 

 

 

Fig. 4.2. Oxygen atom displacements for Raman active modes. (from Ref. [13]) 

 

The Raman tensors �̂� of the phonons in rutile symmetry of SnO2 have the following 

matrix form [14-16]: 

 

 �̂�(A1g) = (
𝑎 0 0
0 𝑎 0
0 0 𝑏

),   �̂�(B1g) = (
𝑐 0 0
0 −𝑐 0
0 0 0

),   �̂�(B2g) = (
0 𝑑 0
𝑑 0 0
0 0 0

),  
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 �̂�(Eg,1) = (
0 0 0
0 0 𝑒
0 𝑒 0

), �̂�(Eg,2) = (
0 0 𝑒
0 0 0
𝑒 0 0

). (4.5) 

 

The scattered Raman intensity of a non-degenerated mode k is proportional to 
 

 𝐼(𝑘)  |𝑒s
𝑇�̂�(𝑘)𝑒i|

2
, (4.6) 

 

where 𝑒i  and 𝑒s denote unit vectors representing the polarization of the incident and 

scattered radiation, respectively. The total scattered intensity of the twofold-degenerated 

mode of Eg symmetry character is given by: 
 

 𝐼  |𝑒s
𝑇�̂� (Eg,1)𝑒i|

2
+ |𝑒s

𝑇�̂� (Eg,2)𝑒i|
2
. (4.7) 

 

The parameters a, b, c, d, and e are Raman tensor elements which may be nonzero [14]. 

 

 

 

Fig. 4.3. Schematic illustration of the orientation of the wave vector �⃗⃗�i  and the 

polarization vector 𝑒i for a rotation of SnO2 film about the normal of the (100)-plane on 

c-sapphire (a), and about the normal of the (101)-plane on r-sapphire (b). 

 

The intensity dependence of the Raman-active lattice vibrations on the rotation of the 

films is studied in this work. Fig. 4.3 schematically illustrates the orientation of the wave 

vector �⃗⃗�i and the polarization vector 𝑒i of the excitation laser for a rotation of the film 

about the axis defined by the excitation laser (�⃗⃗�i). In the case of SnO2 film on c-sapphire, 

the wave vector is aligned parallel to the x axis (Fig. 4.3a). The wave vector is the normal 

to the (101)-plane, when the incident laser irradiates the SnO2 film on r-sapphire, i.e., the 

polarization vector lies in the (101)-plane (Fig. 4.3b). To calculate the intensity 

dependence of the Raman-active phonons on the rotation angle, the polarization vectors are 

represented in polar coordinates, e.g., a vector rotating in the (100)-plane about the x axis 

has the form: 
 

 𝑒𝑖 = (

0
cos 
sin 

), (4.8) 
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where  is the rotation angle between incident polarization vector 𝑒i and the y axis. The 

polarization of the scattered light may now be analyzed parallel or perpendicularly to the 

incident one, thus one obtains in polar coordinates: 

 𝑒𝑠


= (

0
cos 
sin 

), (4.9) 

and 

 𝑒𝑠
 = (

0
− sin 
cos 

), (4.10) 

where  and  denote parallel and perpendicularly oriented incident and scattered 

polarization vectors, respectively. Inserting these polarization vectors and the Raman 

tensors of tetragonal SnO2 in equations (4.6) or (4.7) yields the intensity dependence on 

sample rotation about the x axis for SnO2 film on c-sapphire. For example, one obtains for 

modes of A1g symmetry character: 

   𝐼(𝐴1𝑔)  |(

0
cos 
sin 

) (
𝑎 0 0
0 𝑎 0
0 0 𝑏

) (

0
cos 
sin 

)|

2

 

  |
1

2
(𝑎 + 𝑏) +

1

2
(𝑎 − 𝑏) cos(2)|

2

. (4.11) 

 

The intensity dependence of any Raman-active SnO2 phonons on the sample rotation 

about the normal of the (100)- and (101)-plane can be determined. The related outcomes of 

the calculations are listed in Table 4.1) and (4.2).  

 

Table 4.1. Theoretical dependence of the scattered intensity of Raman-active SnO2 

phonons on the sample rotation around the normal of the (100)-plane for parallel 

(𝑒i ∥ 𝑒s) and perpendicular (𝑒i𝑒s) oriented incident and scattered polarization vectors 

𝑒i and 𝑒s, respectively. The rotation angle is given by . 

 

 

Scattered Raman intensity upon the sample rotation  

of SnO2 film about the normal of (100)-plane 

Mode 𝑒i ∥ 𝑒s  𝑒i𝑒s 

A1g 

1

4
|𝑎 + 𝑏 + (𝑎 − 𝑏)cos (2)|2  

1

4
|𝑎 − 𝑏|2sin2(2) 

B1g |𝑐|2cos4   

1

4
|𝑐|2sin2(2) 

B2g 0  0 

Eg |𝑒|2 sin2(2)  |𝑒|2cos2(2) 
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Table 4.2 Theoretical dependence of the scattered intensity of Raman-active SnO2 

phonons on the sample rotation around the normal of the (101)-plane for parallel 

(𝑒i ∥ 𝑒s) and perpendicular (𝑒i𝑒s) oriented incident and scattered polarization vectors 

𝑒i and 𝑒s, respectively. The rotation angle is given by . 

 

Scattered Raman intensity upon the sample rotation  

of SnO2 film about the normal of the (101)-plane  

Mode 𝑒i ∥ 𝑒s 𝑒i𝑒s 

A1g |𝑎cos2+(0.69𝑎 + 0.31𝑏)sin2 |2 0.024|𝑏 − 𝑎|2sin2(2) 

B1g |𝑐|2|(0.69 sin2  − cos2 )|2 0.71|𝑐|2 sin2(2) 

B2g 0.69|𝑑|2sin2(2) 0.69|𝑑|2cos2(2) 

Eg |𝑒|2(0.31 sin2(2) + 0.86 sin4 ) |𝑒|2(0.31 cos2(2) + 0.21 sin2(2)) 

 

Raman spectra were recorded in backscattering geometry at room temperature (300 K) 

using a Renishaw inVia Raman microscope at IPI of University Giessen. A linearly 

polarized laser with a wavelength of 532 nm was used for excitation and focused onto the 

surface of the sample with a 50 objective. The same objective was used to collect the 

scattered light, which was then dispersed by a spectrometer with a focal length of 250 mm 

and detected by a charge-coupled device (CCD) camera. The system’s spectral resolution 

is limited to 5.1 cm
-1

. To measure the angle-dependent Raman spectra, a microscope stage 

rotating about the axis defined by the direction of the incoming excitation laser was used. 

A polarization filter combined with a half-wave plate in the optical path of the scattered 

light from the sample was used to select parallel or perpendicularly polarized light with 

respect to the polarization vector of the excitation laser.  

For a more detailed description of Raman techniques and practical applications in 

material research refer to Refs. [16, 17]. 
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4.2 Surface and morphology characterization 

methods  

 

4.2.1 X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy  

 

X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS), also known as electron spectroscopy for 

chemical analysis (ESCA), is an extremely surface sensitive quantitative spectroscopic 

technique that measures the elemental composition at the parts per thousand ranges and 

allows one to determine the chemical state and electronic state of the elements which are 

present within a material. Surface analysis by XPS is accomplished by irradiating a sample 

in vacuum with monoenergetic soft X-rays or ultraviolet radiation and analyzing the 

energy of the detected electrons. Mg K (1253.6 eV) or Al K (1486.6 eV) X-rays radiation 

are usually used for XPS. These photons interact with atoms in the surface region of the 

sample, causing electrons to be emitted by the photoelectric effect. The emitted electrons 

have measured kinetic energies, EK given by:  
 

 𝐸k = ℎ – 𝐸B– 
s, (4.12) 

 

where hv is the photon energy, EB is the binding energy of the atomic orbital from which 

the electron originates, and s is the spectrometer work function. The spectrum is obtained 

as a plot of the number of detected electrons per energy interval versus their kinetic energy.  

XPS experiments in the present study were carried out using a SPECS PHOIBOS 150 

system at photon energy of 1486.61 eV (Al Kα radiation), at a base pressure of about 

210
-10

 mbar. Detailed XPS investigations on the deposited SnO2 films in this work are 

discussed in the subsection 6.2.4. More information about photoemission and practical 

applications of ESCA can be found for example in Refs. [18] and [19]. 

 

4.2.2 Scanning electron microscopy  

 

The scanning electron microscope is one of the most versatile instruments available for the 

examination and analysis of microstructure morphology and chemical composition of 

solids. Image formation in the SEM is dependent on the acquisition of signals produced by 

the electron beam and specimen interaction. A variety of signals, mainly secondary plus 

backscattered electrons and X-rays, are produced, when the electron beam hits the surface 

of the specimen. Using special detectors, these signals can be collected giving specific 

information about the irradiated volume. We used an SEM equipped with a thermal field 

emission source and a secondary electron detector. The acceleration voltage between 

cathode and anode is commonly of the order of magnitude of 0.5 to 30 kV, and the 
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apparatus requires an extreme vacuum in the column of the microscope, which allows 

electron travel without scattering by the residual gas molecules or atoms.  

Secondary electrons are emitted from the atoms located at the top surface of the 

specimen (~ 5 nm), and having low binding energies, typically around 3 to 5 eV. They 

produce a readily interpretable image, the contrast of which is mainly determined by the 

sample surface morphology.  

In the present work, we mostly used a FESEM (JSM 7001F, JEOL) with a typical 

acceleration voltage of 5 to 15 kV and at a background pressure of less than 910
-5

 Pa to 

observe the surface as well as cross-sectional morphology of the films.  

More information on the working principles of SEM and its versatile applications in 

materials science can be found in Refs [20] and [21]. 

 

4.2.3 Atomic force microscopy  

 

A typical atomic force microscopy (AFM) system consists of a micro-machined cantilever 

probe with a sharp tip mounted on a piezoelectric (PZT) actuator and a position sensitive 

photo detector for receiving a laser beam reflected off the end point of the beam to provide 

cantilever deflection feedback loop.  

An AFM can be used to determine the roughness, grain size, and other features on the 

nanoscale. It can resolve individual holes, defects (such as pinholes), and atomic clusters 

on the sample surface. In the course of this study, AFM was performed on an AIST-NT 

SmartSPM, operating in non-contact mode. 

For a detailed review of AFM technology see for example Refs. [22] and [23]. 
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4.3 Optical characterization 

 

4.3.1 Optical transmittance  

 

The transmission spectroscopy is a popular method for determining the thickness of thin 

films with thicknesses larger than 250 nm, and the optical band-gap of the films. In this 

case, the thickness of the films can be estimated using the interference pattern in the highly 

transparent spectral region. The detailed method of deriving the thickness is described in 

Ref. [24]. If the films are thinner than 150 nm, the thickness was estimated using XRR. 

Sometimes a destructive approach of cleaving the sample and examining its cross section 

by SEM was used to directly determine the thickness of the films. 

In general the intensity I0 of light impinging onto the sample can be divided into a 

reflected part IR, an absorbed part IA and a transmitted part IT. Assuming that the reflected 

light is negligible, the absorption coefficient  of the films is evaluated with the expression 
 

 )exp(
0

t
I

I
T T   . (4.13) 

 

Here T is the transmission coefficient and t is the film thickness.  

In the case of SnO2, the energy dependent absorption coefficient (hν) in the vicinity 

of the band gap can be expressed as discussion in section 2.2 as equation (2.2). By 

extrapolating along the linear portion of the 2/3
 versus hν curve to the hν axis, the optical 

bandgaps of the films, represented by the intercept at the hν axis, were deduced. 

The optical transmittance of the films was measured by a Lambda 900 UV-Vis-NIR 

spectrometer by Perkin Elmer at room temperature in the wavelength range of 200 -

3000 nm. This apparatus is equipped with two light sources, a deuterium lamp for UV and 

a halogen lamp for Vis and NIR, which cover the wavelength range of the spectrometer 

from 180 to 3300 nm.  

The reader interested in more details of optical transmittance is referred to Ref. [25]. 

 

4.3.2 Photoluminescence spectroscopy  

 

When a semiconductor is excited with light having energy higher than the material’s band 

gap, free electrons and holes can be created. When these electrons and holes recombine, 

light can be emitted (radiative recombination). This spontaneous emission of light from the 

material under optical excitation is called photoluminescence (PL). PL spectroscopy is a 

powerful technique commonly used to elucidate the band structure and the defect 

characteristics of wide-band gap oxides. In particular, its nondestructive nature and 
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minimal processing make it attractive for an initial screening of the material quality 

excitations such as free or bound excitons. Time-resolved photoluminescence (TRPL) 

yields additional information regarding the underlying relaxation and recombination 

mechanisms as well as device performance. In particular, the efficiency of the radiative 

recombination is strongly related to decay time of the respective transition. For more 

details about the theory of optical recombination in semiconductors see Refs. [26] and 

[27]. 

In this work, TRPL and continuous wave PL (CWPL) measurements were carried out 

on the SnO2 films which were grown at high temperatures at Philipps-University Marburg. 

The TRPL measurements were performed using a pulsed titanium-sapphire (Ti:Sa) laser 

emitting 100 fs pulses at 828 nm and a repetition rate of 78 MHIts frequency tripled 

fundamental at 276 nm (4.5 eV) is used for excitation. The sample is mounted inside a 

high-stability flow cryostat with cylindrical heat exchanger to minimize thermal drifts. The 

measurements discussed in this section are performed at 67 K as the exciton structure 

disappears above 77 K according to Nagasawa et al. [28]. The emission is collected in 

backscattering geometry in a confocal setup using a reflective microscopy objective to 

minimize chromatic and hence temporal aberrations. The signal is then imaged onto the 

entrance slit of a 30 cm Czerny-Turner spectrograph equipped with a synchronously 

scanning streak-camera featuring a time-resolution of about 1 ps. Additionally, the setup 

features a back-illuminated deep-cooled CCD camera mounted on a second exit port of the 

spectrometer for sensitive detection of time-integrated spectra. 

More details of the TRPL and CWPL setup can be found in Ref. [29]. 

 

4.4 Hall-effect measurements 

 

In this study, the Van der Pauw technique was used to determine the electrical resistivity of 

the SnO2 films. Plated silver or pre-sputtered molybdenum were used for contacts. 

Typically the carrier concentration, resistivity, and Hall mobility at room temperature were 

measured to evaluate the electrical properties of the films.  

The Hall measurements were performed at IPI, University Giessen. Detailed measuring 

procedures and more basic knowledge about the Hall measurements can be found in 

Ref. [30]. 
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5 SnO2 films on quartz glass 

 

Quartz glass as a substrate material has many advantageous characteristics. This is 

reflected by the versatile applications. Applications of quartz glass include photomask 

substrates in the semiconductor industry, TFT substrates for LCDs, micro lens substrates 

for LCDs etc. SnO2 as gas sensor is also often deposited on glass. Non-crystalline quartz 

glass is inexpensive compared to the single crystal substrates. It possesses high stability 

over a wide temperature range, high stability against a variety of solvents, high 

transmissivity over a wide range of wavelengths from UV to IR, and low dielectric loss 

even at GHz frequencies.  

 

5.1 Influence of the substrate temperature on growth 

rate 

 

A series of SnO2 thin films was grown by CVD on quartz glass in this work. The 

relationship between the growth rate of SnO2 films and the substrate temperature is shown 

in Fig. 5.1. All the films discussed in this subsection 5.1 were grown under similar 

conditions (oxygen gas flow of 20 sccm and SnI2 evaporation rate of about 0.02 g/h), but 

different substrate temperatures and different deposition times. As can be seen in Fig. 5.1, 

the growth rate increases almost linearly from 24 nm/h at 450 °C to 243 nm/h at 650 °C. 

However, the growth rate decreases to 207 nm/h at 700 °C. This decrease in deposition rate 

at the highest temperature may be attributed to a depletion of the amount of tin-containing 

species reaching the reaction zone. When the substrate temperature was lower than 350 °C, 

no SnO2 films could be obtained. In other words, the reaction SnI2 + O2  SnO2 + I2 was 

suppressed at temperatures below 350 °C.  
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Fig. 5.1. Dependence of the growth rate on the substrate temperature. (The length of the 

uncertainty bars of some thin films are close to the symbol size.) 

 

In fact, in addition to the substrate temperature, there are many experimental factors 

which may affect the growth rate of SnO2 films as mentioned before. The dependence of 

the growth rate on the oxygen gas flow is discussed in detail in the chapter 6.  

It should be noted that our initial idea was to obtain SnO2 or SnO by adjusting the 

deposition parameters. However, when the temperature decreases, the growth rate 

decreases. When the oxygen gas flow is low, the reaction to form SnO2 is slow, but no SnO 

could be observed in this study. This finding is explained by considering the Gibbs free 

energy of formation which is calculated for different experimental conditions in the chapter 

3 (see Fig. 3.3). The formation energy of SnO2 is clearly lower than that of SnO, so all 

films produced in this study show a pure SnO2 phase without any SnO precipitates. Using 

another O-precursor which reacts via a ligand-exchange mechanism instead of involving 

oxidation reactions or applying a non-equilibrium growth technique might offer pathways 

to grow SnO. Actually, typical non-equilibrium physical vapor deposition techniques such 

as sputtering and PLD have already been used to prepare SnO films successfully [1-3].  

In our experiments, SnO2 films with a relatively high quality at a sufficient growth rate, 

are obtained at a substrate temperature between 500 and 700 °C while keeping the SnI2 

evaporation rate of 0.2 g/h. Almost all deposited films are colorless and transparent, while 

only films thicker than 1.5 µm show a whitish milky appearance caused by light scattering 

from the rough surface.  
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5.2 Structure and morphology by XRD and SEM 

 

XRD measurements reveal that all films obtained in this work consist of pure rutile SnO2 

without any secondary phases such as SnO and Sn3O4. In Fig. 5.2, -2 scans of two 

typical samples are presented, together with the standard powder diffraction pattern of 

SnO2 for comparison. The film in Fig. 5.2(a) was deposited at a substrate temperature of 

650 °C for 2 h with a thickness of 410 nm. As can be seen, all diffraction peaks of the film 

can be identified as reflections from crystal planes of SnO2 with a tetragonal rutile 

structure, and the (110) and (101) reflections are dominant in this -2 scan, well 

according to the standard diffraction data of SnO2 powder. This observation is somewhat 

expected as the (110) plane represents the lowest energy face in a SnO2 single crystal [4]. 

As reported in Ref. [4], the {110} faces make up the largest fraction of the surface area 

followed by the {101} faces and small {100} faces in single-crystalline SnO2. 

 

 

 

Fig. 5.2. XRD spectra of SnO2 films deposited at a substrate temperature of 650 °C for 

(a) 2 h with a thickness of 410 nm, and (b) 6.5 h with a thickness of 1780 nm. The red 

lines correspond to the standard powder diffraction trace of SnO2 (International Centre 

for Diffraction Data (ICDD) Powder Diffraction File (PDF) No. 41-1445). 

 

For films thicker than 1 µm, the -2 scan changed significantly. As shown in Fig. 

5.2(b), the film deposited for 6.5 h with a thickness of 1780 nm exhibits the strongest 

reflection from (211) instead of (110), indicating a (211) preferred orientation of the film. 
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In this work, we found that the film thickness actually played a key role in the orientation 

of the resulting films. At the beginning of growth the film surface prefers to assume the 

lowest energy face of (110). As the growth continues, the crystallite size increases. When 

the film thickness exceeds a critical value, the (110) orientation is no longer preferred, but 

rather other orientations of (211) and (301) become more pronounced, as revealed by 

XRD. The work of Viirola et al. demonstrated in detail a similar orientation evolution of 

SnO2 films on glass from (110)- to (211)-dominated upon increasing of the film thickness 

[5].  

 

 
 

Fig. 5.3. Typical SEM images for SnO2 thin films deposited for 3 h with a thickness of 

870 nm (a, b), and for 6.5 h with a thickness of 1780 nm (c, d). 

 

Fig. 5.3 shows the plane-view (a, c) and cross-sectional (b, d) SEM images of two 

samples, demonstrating the typical surface morphology and microstructure of SnO2 films 

deposited on quartz glass. The top sample (corresponding to Fig. 5.3a, b) was grown at a 

substrate temperature of 550 °C for 3 h to a thickness of 870 nm. The grains have grain 

sizes in the range of 100 - 500 nm. The bottom sample (corresponding to Fig. 5.3c, d) was 

deposited at a substrate temperature of 650 °C for 6.5 h yielding a thickness of 1780 nm. It 

can be seen that most grains in the second sample have an arrow-like shape with a length 

over 500 nm (see in Fig. 5.3c). The arrow-shaped grains formed additional facets on the 

surface yielding a subtle grain structure. The ‘cracks’ in the grains are most likely a result 

of twinning, i.e., formation of stacking faults in the crystal lattice of the grains. Both cross-
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sectional images show columnar grains of SnO2 grown directly on the quartz glass 

substrates. The grains at the bottom were well compacted in both samples. However, the 

grains at the top become bigger and there are gaps between grains in Fig. 5.3d. These 

significant changes in grain shape and grain size could be attributed to the enhanced atomic 

diffusion and migration during the prolonged deposition at elevated temperature, in which 

crystalline grains grow along low stress directions, resulting in a faceted surface with 

larger roughness [6]. After comparing and analyzing about 30 samples, we find that the 

morphology of the SnO2 films is strongly influenced by the film thickness and the growth 

temperature. The films thinner than 1 µm have smaller grain sizes and show a uniform and 

smooth surface and a dense structure. When the films become thicker, the grain sizes 

increase and the three-dimensional growth of the rutile SnO2 grains lead to a rough surface 

and a loose structure of the films. 

 

 

5.3 Optical properties  

 

Fig. 5.4 shows the optical transmittance spectra of SnO2 films of different thicknesses on 

quartz glass as a function of the incident light wavelength in the range from 200 to 

2600 nm. The average transmittance in the visible range for all SnO2 samples is over 80%, 

while it was about 93% for the quartz glass substrate. The absolute average transmittance 

(i.e. corrected for the substrate contribution) of the SnO2 films is about 90%. The inset in 

Fig. 5.4 shows that the optical transmission edge of SnO2 films shifts towards longer 

wavelengths with increasing film thickness. At a first glance, this thickness-dependent 

variation seems to be consistent with the general observation for very thin films that the 

optical absorption edge shifts towards higher energies/shorter wavelengths with decreasing 

thickness due to quantum size effects. However, as presented below (cf. Fig. 5.5) the 

absorption edge of the SnO2 films determined from Tauc plots actually does not confirm 

this hypothesis. Thicknesses above 200 nm are too large to lead to quantum size effects. 

Possible reasons for the variation of the transmission with thickness in Fig. 5.4 need to be 

sought in the different orientations of the films, the morphology, the neglect of changes of 

the reflection, and the steep slope of the absorption as a function of energy close to the 

band gap.  
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Fig. 5.4. Optical transmittance spectra of SnO2 thin films with different thicknesses. 

 

 
 

Fig. 5.5. (a) Plots of 2/3
 as a function of photon energy (h) for SnO2 thin films of 

different thickness, (b) extracted band gaps Eg versus film thickness of the SnO2 films on 

quartz glass. 
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For a direct forbidden transition, the energy-dependent absorption coefficient (h) can 

be expressed by the relation given by equation (2.2). The plots of 2/3
 as a function of 

photon energy h for films with different thicknesses are shown in Fig. 5.5a. Extrapolating 

the linear portions of 2/3
 - h plots to zero absorption yielded band-edge values between 

3.64 and 3.75 eV for the SnO2 films (see Fig. 5.5b). It was well documented in literature 

that SnO2 single crystals show anisotropic absorption edges of 3.93 and 3.57 eV for 

radiation polarized parallel and perpendicular to the c axis of the crystal, respectively [7, 

8]. As SnO2 films produced in this study are polycrystalline showing no c axis preferential 

orientation, they exhibit optical absorption edges within the anisotropic absorption edges of 

SnO2 single crystals. In a recent theoretical report, Schleife et al. [9] explained the 

difference in the experimentally observed gaps for E perpendicular and parallel to c as a 

result of the anisotropy in the dipole-allowed direct transitions from lower lying valence 

bands rather than due to the bands at the valence band maximum. In this study we could 

not use polarized light to identify the anisotropic absorption edges of particular films. 

Therefore, the films exhibit absorption edges in between the anisotropic absorption edges 

of SnO2 single crystal, and no clear trends with thickness are observed in Fig. 5.5(b). 

 

 

5.4 Conclusions  

 

Polycrystalline SnO2 thin films were fabricated on quartz glass substrates using CVD. X-

ray diffraction shows that pure-phase SnO2 films were formed and precipitates of other 

SnxOy phases (such as SnO and Sn3O4) did not occur. Detailed analysis using XRD and 

SEM techniques reveals that the microstructures in terms of grain orientation, size and 

shape, depended on the thickness of the films. The (110) reflection is the most intense in 

films of thickness up to about 400 ~ 500 nm, but for thicker films the (211) reflection 

becomes dominant. The optical absorption edges of the films are in the range from 3.64 to 

3.75 eV, which is independent of the film thickness, when the films are thicker than 

200 nm. 
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6 SnO2 films on c-plane sapphire 

 

Despite a fairly large lattice mismatch between SnO2 and sapphire (single crystal of Al2O3), 

sapphire has several advantages as a substrate material: it is stable at high temperatures, 

optically transparent, and it is cheap compared to other crystalline substrates. Sapphire has 

many unique features such as high strength, high anti-corrosion, high anti-abrasion, low 

dielectric loss, good electrical insulation, with excellent mechanical and chemical 

characteristics. Therefore sapphire wafers are used extensively as a substrate for many 

epitaxial films and play an important role in the photo-electronics industry today. In this 

chapter we report on the epitaxial growth of SnO2 films on c-sapphire using chemical 

vapor deposition (CVD). First, the influence of the oxygen flow rate on properties of SnO2 

thin films is discussed. Then, the growth mechanism of SnO2 grown on c-plane sapphire is 

investigated.  

 

 

 

6.1 Characterization of the quality of single crystal 

substrates 

 

For the manufacturer of substrates, it is almost impossible to prepare a completely ideal cut, 

when cutting a large bulk crystal into substrates of defined orientation. The error in the 

surface orientation when cutting is referred to as miscut. The miscut is defined with respect 

to the crystal structure of the surface, and can be characterized by two angles: a polar angle 

 and an azimuthal angle  ( in Fig. 6.1) [1]. In this work we present a simple way using 

XRD -scans to estimate the miscut polar angle  of single crystal substrates. 

 

 
 

Fig. 6.1. A sketch of the miscut polar angle  and in-plane angle . 
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The XRD measurements presented in this subsection were performed on a Siemens 

D5000 system, according to the following procedure.  

To determine the miscut of c-sapphire substrates, we first measured -2 scan to find 

the Al2O3 (0006) reflection. If we use slits of 0.1/0.1/0.005 mm and an increment of 0.002°, 

the reflections of Al2O3 (0001) can be separated into two reflections, which are caused by 

the Cu K1 (=1.54060 Å) and Cu K2 (=1.54443 Å) of the radiation source used (in Fig. 

6.2). The (0006) peak of c-sapphire from Cu K1 locates at 41.675°.   

 

 

 

Fig. 6.2. XRD -2 scan of a c-sapphire substrate. 

 

Then, we focused on the (0006) reflex of the Al2O3 substrate caused by the Cu K1 

radiation (the left peak in Fig. 6.2) and performed a rocking curve measurement of this 

reflection. The sample holder was adjusted using the ‘Justierung Theta-Scan’ function in 

the program ‘Immediate Measurement’. We compared the adjusted position (angle) of 

sample holder (plate) with the initial position (angle) of it. This change of the angle was 

recorded. Then the substrate was rotated by steps of 45° along its surface axis. The 

corrected angle was measured again. The maximum angular difference between the 

adjusted sample holder position and the initial position is the polar angle . The corrected 

angle of the sample holder with the rotation angle of the substrate is depicted in Fig. 6.3(b). 

When the corrected angle of the plate is located at the maximum, the substrate is lying on 

the sample holder as shown in Fig. 6.4(a). After the substrate is rotated by 180°, the 

substrate is positioned on the sample holder as depicted in Fig. 6.4(b). The corrected angle 

of the plate between maximum and minimum is about 0.046° (= 0.051° - 0.005°) (Fig. 

6.3b). Thus, the miscut polar angle  for this c-sapphire substrate is about 0.023° (𝜃 =
𝜃𝑚𝑎𝑥−𝜃𝑚𝑖𝑛

2
 = (0.051°-0.005°)/2). 
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Fig. 6.3. (a) XRD rocking curves of Al2O3 (0006) reflections (the substrate is rotated by 

steps of 45° along the surface axis between measurements). (b) Corrected angle of the 

sample holder as a function of the substrate rotation angle.  

 

 

 

Fig. 6.4. a schematic diagram of the determination of the miscut polar angle by XRD 

measurement. 

 

Fig. 6.4 shows a schematic diagram of the determination of the miscut polar angle of 

the cross-section for c-plane sapphire by XRD measurement.  
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6.2 Influence of oxygen flow rate on the properties 

of SnO2 thin films  

 

The partial pressure of the precursor used is an important parameter, which can obviously 

influence the quality of the deposited films in the CVD process. In this section we will 

discuss the influence of the oxygen flow rate used in the growth process on the properties 

of SnO2 thin films on c-sapphire.  

Before this subject is discussed, the structural similarities between c-sapphire and SnO2 

(100) are discussed. While sapphire has a rhombohedral structure, SnO2 crystallizes in a 

tetragonal lattice. However, the epitaxial growth of SnO2 (100) on Al2O3 (0001) may be 

possible due to the similarity of the octahedral oxygen sublattice of SnO2 (100) and Al2O3 

(0001) [2] as presented in Fig. 6.5. Diagrams (a) and (b) display the geometrical 

configurations of the Al2O3 (0001)- and the SnO2 (100)-plane, respectively, with the 

rhombohedral structure of sapphire resembling a hexagonal lattice [3]. In this respect, the 

sapphire (0001) surface can be described by three equivalent rectangular unit cells rotated 

by 120° with respect to each other. SnO2 (100) also possesses a rectangular unit cell. The 

latter matches either one of the three unit cells of the sapphire surface indicated in Fig. 

6.5(a), thus favoring the formation of three distinct domain orientations. The lattice 

mismatch between Al2O3 <12̅10> (4.759 Å) and SnO2 <01̅0> (4.738 Å) is only 0.4%, while 

it is about 16.0% for Al2O3 <1̅010> (2.747 Å, the projection distance in the plane) and 

SnO2 <001> (3.187 Å) [4]. Nevertheless, the mismatch between domains of six unit cells 

of SnO2 in <001>-direction and seven unit cells of Al2O3 in <1̅010>-direction is only 

0.56%. 
 

 
 

Fig. 6.5. Schematic diagrams of (a) Al2O3 (0001)-plane and (b) SnO2 (100)-plane. The 

lattice constant of 2.747 Å along <1̅010> direction is the projection of Al2O3 unit cell 

onto the (0001)-plane. All lattice constants are based on the ICDD PDF No. 46-1212 and 

41-1445 for Al2O3 and SnO2, respectively. 
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6.2.1 Influence of the oxygen flow rate on the growth rate  

 

In section 5.1 we have discussed the influence of the substrate temperature on the SnO2 

growth rate. Here the growth rate of SnO2 films in dependence on the O2 flow rate is 

analyzed. A series of samples, which were deposited at a fixed substrate temperature 

(510 °C) and a constant evaporation rate of SnI2 (0.016 g/h) while varying the O2 flow rate 

in the mini CVD system, are studied. As can be seen in Fig. 6.6, the growth rate increases 

almost linearly from 40 to 244 nm/h with increasing the O2 flow rate from 5 to 40 sccm. 

However, when the O2 flow rate further increases to 60 sccm, the growth rate reaches only 

290 nm/h, instead of ~360 nm/h expected from a linear extrapolation. Similar observations 

were reported by Ghoshtagore [5], who studied systematically the oxygen partial pressure 

dependence of the SnO2 deposition rate while keeping the Sn-precursor SnCI4 partial 

pressure constant in the CVD process, an initial linear increase followed by a plateau-like 

behavior was observed. The Sn-precursor with fixed evaporation rate, 0.016 g/h of SnI2 in 

our experiments, can react only with a certain maximum amount of O2 leading to a plateau 

in the dependence of the growth rate on O2 flow rate according to Ref. [5]. In our case, the 

corresponding flow rate is 48 sccm. A further increase of O2 (over supplied) will not result 

in an additional increase of the SnO2 growth rate due to the limited SnI2 supply. 

In the following sections from 6.2.2 to 6.2.7, we will discuss these five samples, which 

were prepared at the fixed substrate temperature of 510°C, the constant evaporation rate of 

SnI2 of 0.016 g/h, but at different oxygen flow rates of 5, 10, 20, 40 and 60 sccm. The 

samples are labeled as O1, O2, O3, O4 and O5, respectively.  

 

 

 

Fig. 6.6. The SnO2 growth rate as a function of O2 flow rate in the CVD process using a 

fixed evaporation rate of the tin-precursor SnI2.  
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6.2.2 Structure of SnO2 thin films on c-sapphire 

 

A XRD -2 scan of a typical SnO2 film is shown in Fig. 6.7. The scan covers a 2 range 

from 20° to 85°. In addition to the very sharp (0006) peak of the c-sapphire substrate, there 

are only two additional peaks located at about 38.2° and 81.8°. These peaks can be 

assigned to the (200) and (400) reflections of rutile SnO2. Although a logarithmic scale is 

chosen for the intensity, no signs of other orientations or secondary phases are present in 

the pattern, indicating that a pure-phase tetragonal rutile SnO2 film was grown on sapphire 

with an out-of-plane orientation of SnO2(100)∥Al2O3(0001). It is worth noting that, using 

CVD we could obtain pure-phase SnO2 films with a genuine (100) orientation on c-

sapphire up to film thicknesses of more than 1 µm. 

 

 

Fig. 6.7. -2 scan of a typical SnO2 film grown on c-sapphire at substrate temperature 

of 510 °C. 

 

In Fig. 6.8(a), XRD -2 scans of SnO2 films deposited at different O2 flow rates are 

compared. The scan range is restricted to the range between 36° and 45° for highlighting 

the (200) peak shift. The thickness of the films increases from 161 to 1162 nm with 

increasing the O2 flow rate from 5 to 60 sccm. While the SnO2 (200) peak position of the 

thinner films (O1 and O2) is close to that of powder SnO2, the positions of the SnO2 (200) 

peaks of thicker films shift gradually to higher angles. For the films (O4 and O5), the 2 

shift of 0.23° corresponds to 0.58% shrinkage of the lattice along the a-axis. This means 

there is a considerable amount of compressive stress present in the thick SnO2 films while 

thinner films are almost free of stress along the a-axis. It is interesting to note that the (200) 

peak of the film O4 is narrow enough to reveal the doublet structure originating from 

CuK1 and CuK2 radiation of the X-ray source, implying a superior crystalline quality of 

this film. 
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Fig. 6.8. XRD patterns of SnO2 films deposited on c-sapphire at substrate temperature of 

510 °C: (a) -2 scan of SnO2 films deposited at various O2 flow rates (the film 

thickness is indicated), and (b) rocking curves at SnO2 (200)-plane of films deposited at 

various O2 flow rates (the inset shows the half width of the rocking curves as a function 

of the O2 flow rate). 

 

Fig. 6.8(b) depicts rocking curves of the (200) plane of SnO2 samples grown at 

different O2 flow rates. In the inset of Fig. 6.8(b) the corresponding full width at half 

maximum (FWHM) values of the rocking curves are shown. The FWHM first decreases 

with increasing O2 flow rate, reaches a minimum of 0.21° for the sample O4 grown with 

40 sccm O2, and then increases to 0.71° for the sample O5. This indicates that the out-of-

plane ordering of SnO2 films is enhanced with increasing O2 flow rate up to 40 sccm and 

then declines with further increase of the O2 flow rate. The initial enhancement of the out-

of-plane ordering of SnO2 films might be due to the decrease of the concentration of 

oxygen vacancies (VO) with increasing O2 flow rate. However, the sample O5 grown with 

60 sccm O2 exhibits a significantly degraded out-of-plane ordering compared with the 

sample O4 that was grown at 40 sccm O2. This is attributed to the over supplied O2 which 

deteriorates the film quality. As discussed above, SnI2 of 0.016 g/h can react at maximum 

with 48 sccm O2 in the mini CVD system. Any O2 additionally supplied does not 

contribute to the growth rate; it even deteriorates the film quality. The rocking curve 

measurements again show that sample O4 grown at 40 sccm O2 has the best out-of-plane 

ordering among the five samples, consistent with the -2 scan results. 
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6.2.3 Surface morphology by SEM  

 

 

 

Fig. 6.9. SEM images of the surfaces of SnO2 thin films deposited at different O2 flow 

rates.  

 

Fig. 6.9 shows the SEM images of the surfaces of samples O1 to O5. The surface of 

sample O1 is rough, showing many small grains (grain size < 80 nm) which are implanted 

in the flat matrix. For sample O2 the implanted grains are fewer, while for sample O3 there 

are almost no grains observable. Sample O4 exhibits a very flat surface consisting of 

crystal domains of µm-sizes (0.5 to 2 µm). Some domains have a hexagonal form 

reflecting the hexagonal structure of the substrate Al2O3 (0001). The hexagonal structure of 

the domains can be regarded as arising from the three equivalent orientations of the 

rectangular SnO2 unit cells on the c-sapphire surface. The three equivalent rectangular unit 

cells are rotated by 120° with respect to each other (see Fig. 6.5). A SnO2 (100) face could 

be based on either one of the three unit cells. Therefore the surface of high-quality SnO2 

thin films exposes hexagonal domains. The sample O5 grown at 60 sccm O2 shows again a 

rough surface comprising many grains. The improvement of the surface smoothness and 
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crystallization of the films with increasing O2 flow rate (from 5 to 40 sccm) indicates a 

gradual improvement of the overall crystalline quality of SnO2 films (from O1 to O4), 

which is in good agreement with the XRD results presented in the previous section.  

 

 

6.2.4 Composition analysis by XPS 

 

Fig. 6.10(a) presents the full XPS spectra of a typical SnO2 film recorded before and after 

cleaning of the surface by sputtering. Because the SnO2 films had been exposed to ambient 

air for an extended period of time, the surface layer needed to be removed as it may be 

contaminated by hydrocarbons etc. To obtain the actual chemical composition of the films, 

the film surface was sputtered using a high dose of argon ions (ion energy of 1.5 keV) to 

remove the hydrocarbon contaminations. The C 1s peak that is present in the spectrum of 

the air-exposed film disappears after sputtering, assuring a sufficient cleaning of the film 

surface. The full scan reveals that the film is composed of Sn and O without any 

impurities. The weak peak which shifted by about 10 eV to lower energy with respect to 

Sn 3d5/2 is a satellite line from Sn 3d5/2 due to Al K3 excitation from the non-

monochromated X-ray source of the XPS setup [6]. 

Fig. 6.10(b) shows core-level spectra of O 1s and Sn 3d for the samples grown at 

different O2 flow rates. All the peak positions were corrected with respect to the C 1s peak 

at 284.6 eV, which was due to contamination of the film surface by air exposure. The 

Sn 3d5/2, Sn 3d3/2 and O 1s peaks of all films are located at 486.5, 494.9 and 530.3 eV, 

respectively, in good agreement with previous reports of Ansell [7] and Liang et al. [8]. 

Based on these works the chemical state of Sn
4+

 and bonding of O-Sn
4+

 can be 

unambiguously identified in the films, confirming that our CVD grown films consist of 

pure-phase SnO2. The Sn 3d and O 1s peak positions of films grown at different O2 flow 

rates hardly vary throughout the series (<0.1 eV), indicating that pure-phase SnO2 can be 

obtained in a broad range of O2 fluxes. 

We further used XPS core-level spectra to determine the chemical stoichiometry of the 

CVD grown films. Fig. 6.10(c) shows the atomic ratio O/Sn of a typical film as a function 

of sputter-time. Quantification of the composition is carried out based on the O 1s and 

Sn 3d core-level XPS spectra by using the software CasaXPS. For sputtering of the film 

Ar
+
 ions were gently introduced with an acceleration voltage of 0.5 kV and beam current 

of 0.7 µA. The quantification results in an atomic ratio of O/Sn close to 2.0 on the film 

surface, and decreasing O/Sn atomic ratio with increasing sputtering time. It is well known 

that ion bombardment of SnO2 leads to preferential sputtering of oxygen [9]. Therefore, a 

freshly prepared film, where a sputter cleaning of the surface can be omitted, is best suited 

for a reliable composition examination. 
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Fig. 6.10. (a) Full XPS spectra of a typical SnO2 film measured before and after sputter 

cleaning of the surface. (b) O 1s and Sn 3d core-level XPS spectra of SnO2 films grown 

at various O2 gas flow rates. (c) Evolution of O/Sn atomic ratio as a function of 

sputtering time. 
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6.2.5 Raman spectra 

 

Raman spectroscopy was further used to investigate the films in terms of phase structure 

and crystallinity. Fig. 6.11 shows Raman spectra of SnO2 films deposited at different O2 

flow rates in comparison with that of the c-sapphire substrate. Usually three Raman 

phonon modes Eg, A1g, and B2g are about detected at 476, 634, and 782 cm
-1

, respectively, 

for large single crystal or bulk polycrystalline SnO2 [10, 11]. For the SnO2 films grown on 

c-sapphire in this study only Eg (477 cm
-1

) and A1g (634 cm
-1

) modes are detected, while 

the B2g mode is absent. These findings are in accordance with the theoretical predictions 

for a (100) oriented SnO2 film summarized in table (4.2). In this case only the A1g, B1g, and 

Eg modes are symmetry allowed confirming that the SnO2 films grown on c-sapphire 

possess a (100) orientation. 

Under the same measurement conditions, the Raman peak A1g of the sample O4 is the 

strongest, and has the smallest half width. This means that the SnO2 film deposited at 

40 sccm O2 has the best crystalline quality. The Raman scattering results are consistent 

with the XRD and SEM findings. 

 

 

 

Fig. 6.11. Raman scattering spectra of SnO2 (100) films grown at different O2 flow rates 

on c-sapphire. 
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6.2.6 Optical properties 

 

All five samples in this work are colorless and transparent with an average optical 

transmittance of over 75% in the wavelength range of 350 to 1400 nm (see Fig. 6.12). 

Taking into account that the transmittance of the c-sapphire substrate is 85%, then the 

absolute average transmittance of the SnO2 films must be more than 85% in the visible and 

infrared range. The transmittance of the sample O4 (grown with 40 sccm O2) is lower than 

that of the other samples. This might be due to stronger reflections at the surface and the 

film-substrate interface of this sample in comparison with other ones, as indicated by the 

well-defined oscillations shown in the transmittance spectrum of sample O4. Actually, 

SEM images presented above already reveal a very smooth surface of sample O4.  

 
 

Fig. 6.12. Optical transmittance spectra for SnO2 films grown at various O2 flow rates. 

 

 
 

Fig. 6.13. Plots of 2/3
 as a function of photon energy (h) for SnO2 films grown at 

various O2 flow rates.  
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According to Tauc-theory the dependence of the absorption coefficient on photon 

energy can be described by Eg in the equation (2.2). Thus, Eg can be extracted from plots of 

2/3
 vs. photon energy. Such 2/3

 curves of the films grown at different O2 flow rates are 

plotted in Fig. 6.13 as a function of photon energy h. Extrapolating along the linear 

portion of the 2/3 
vs. h curve to zero absorption yields values between 3.61 and 3.74 eV, 

corresponding to the absorption edge of these SnO2 films. As seen in the inset of Fig. 6.13, 

the optical band gaps of SnO2 films widen gradually with increasing O2 flow rate. This 

blue shift of the band edge absorption is observed even though the sample thickness 

increases with increasing O2 flow rate. This result also is in accordance with the report of 

Ji et al. [12], and may be attributed to the diminishing of VO and corresponding absorption 

in the films with an increase of the O2 flow rate during the film deposition.  

 

 

6.2.7 Electrical properties 

 

Electrical properties of the SnO2 films are evaluated by Hall-effect measurements, which 

reveal n-type conductivity for all five films. Fig. 6.14 shows the results of four samples 

deposited at different O2 flow rates. As the O2 flow rate increased, both the carrier 

concentration and mobility decreased from 3  10
19

 to 9  10
17

 cm
-3

, and from 19 to 

2 cm
2
/Vs, respectively. This might be explained by the decrease of VO concentration with 

increasing O2 flow rate during the film growth. The mobility value of 19 cm
2
/Vs for a 

carrier concentration of 3  10
19

 cm
-3

 is in agreement with the value of 37 cm
2
/Vs reported 

by Dominguez et al. for a comparable carrier concentration [13]. The drop of the mobility 

by an order of magnitude with decreasing carrier concentration is probably an indication 

that scattering by charged grain boundaries plays a significant role in the SnO2 films 

deposited. As the charge at the grain boundaries is screened at high carrier concentration, 

the effect of grain boundary scattering is less pronounced and the mobility is higher. This 

agrees with findings in Ref. [14]. As a result of the decrease of carrier concentration and 

mobility, the resistivity increased from 0.01 to 3  cm. This result indicates that the carrier 

concentration, Hall mobility and resistivity of the SnO2 films depend sensitively on the O2 

flow rate during the film deposition.  
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Fig. 6.14. Carrier concentration, Hall mobility and resistivity of SnO2 films as a function 

of the O2 flow rate during the film deposition. 

 

 

6.2.8 Conclusions 

 

A series of epitaxial SnO2 films was deposited on c-sapphire at various O2 flow rates. X-

ray diffraction, X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy and Raman spectroscopy show that pure-

phase SnO2 films were produced with a rutile structure. Detailed analysis using XRD and 

SEM reveals that the crystal quality and the morphology of SnO2 films are dependent on 

the O2 flow rate during the film deposition, which causes a variation of the VO density in 

the films. Only Eg and A1g Raman modes appear for the SnO2 films having (100) 

orientation, when the incident and scattered lights are perpendicular to the film surface, 

because the B2g mode is forbidden in these scattering geometries. The optical absorption 

edge of the films increases from 3.61 to 3.74 eV with the increase of the oxygen flow rate. 

The carrier concentration and Hall mobility of the films decrease from 3 × 10
19

 to 9 × 

10
17

 cm
−3

 and from 19 to 2 cm
2
/Vs, respectively, while the resistivity increases from 0.01 

to 3 Ω cm with increasing the O2 gas flow rate from 5 to 60 sccm. 
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6.3  Growth mechanism of SnO2 films on c-sapphire  

 

There have been reports in the literature discussing the growth mechanism of SnO2 (101) 

on r-sapphire [15, 16], but no such reports can be found for the growth of SnO2 on c-

sapphire. In this section we discuss the growth mechanism of SnO2 (100) film on Al2O3 

(0001). The analysis is based on the results presented in the previous sections, 

complemented by detailed XRD analysis complemented and SEM studies. 

 

6.3.1 Structural of SnO2 films 

 

Fig. 6.15 shows XRD results of some samples deposited at substrate temperatures between 

510 °C and 650 °C, with an O2 flow rate of 40 sccm. The XRD -2 scans in Fig. 6.15(a) 

of these SnO2 films with different thicknesses are shown in an interval from 36° to 45°. 

The double peak at about 41.7° originates from the (0006) peak of c-plane sapphire. The 

peak at about 38° to 38.5° can be assigned to the (200) reflections from rutile SnO2. 

Another peak at 81° is also observed (not shown in Fig. 6.15) which corresponds to the 

(400) reflection of SnO2. No signs of secondary phases can be discerned in these patterns, 

indicating that the films grown on c-sapphire consist of pure-phase tetragonal rutile SnO2 

with a high degree of out-of-plane orientation of SnO2(100)∥Al2O3(0001). 

The dashed vertical line in Fig. 6.15(a) indicates the position of the (200) reflection for 

bulk SnO2 [17]. These XRD patterns show that with increasing film thickness the angular 

value of the SnO2 (200) peak of the films gradually approaches that of bulk SnO2 (200). At 

the same time this reveals the presence of compressive strain along the growth direction. 

However, with increasing thickness relaxation of the SnO2 in the growth direction occurs. 

It is interesting to note that the (200) peak of films with a thickness above 200 nm is 

narrow enough to reveal the doublet structure originating from Cu K1 and Cu K2 

radiation of the X-ray source, implying a high degree of crystalline order of the SnO2 films. 

The structural properties of the SnO2 films are further evaluated by rocking curve (-

scan) analysis. The FWHM of the rocking curve characterizes the out-of-plane atomic 

ordering. Fig. 6.15(b) shows rocking curves of the (200)-plane of SnO2 films of different 

film thicknesses. The SnO2 film with a thickness of 12 nm exhibits a rocking curve FWHM 

of 0.019°, with almost no broad diffuse scattering background (top curve in Fig. 6.15b). A 

similar behavior is observed for the sample with a thickness of 25 nm. For the film with 

39 nm thickness, a low intensity bump around the peak starts to appear. This indicates that 

structural defects are formed, which give rise to out-of-plane disorder in the film. When the 
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film thickness is 92 nm, the peak shows apparently two components, a sharp line 

superposed on a broad diffuse scattering background. This implies that disorder in the film 

increases significantly. The sharp peak of the rocking curve gradually vanishes with 

increasing film thickness, and the broad diffuse scattering background becomes dominant. 

When the thickness exceeds about 0.5 µm, only the broad peak remains visible. The 

evolution of the rocking curve with film thickness suggests that the initially deposited 

SnO2 (100) atomic layers are strained to match partly the Al2O3 (0001) and virtually only a 

small density of structural defects exists for the films with thicknesses of 12 and 25 nm. As 

the film thickness increases, the defect density rapidly increases accompanied by a gradual 

relaxation of the atomic structure to the bulk state of SnO2.  

However, for thick films the -scan FWHM value of (200) reflection decreases again, 

e.g. for the sample with a thickness of 2.37 µm (bottom curve in Fig. 6.15b). This sample 

was grown at a substrate temperature of 650°C with a SnI2 evaporation rate of 0.2 g/h and 

O2 gas flow rate of 40 sccm for two hours. Its -scan shows that the out-of-plane ordering 

improves again for films with thicknesses above about 1 µm. Inspecting various samples it 

was found that in this case the crystallites form large domains, and the defect density 

decreases. Similar effects have been reported also for the growth of GaN on sapphire [18]. 

This phenomenon is not affected by the substrate temperature, if the substrate temperature 

is in the range of 450 - 700 °C. 

 

 

 

Fig. 6.15. XRD patterns of SnO2 films deposited on c-sapphire at substrate temperature 

between 510 and 650 °C with an O2 flow rate of about 40 sccm. (a) -2 scans (on a 

logarithmic scale) of epitaxial SnO2 films of various film thicknesses; (b) rocking curves 

of the (200)-plane of SnO2 films of various thicknesses. 
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To gain information about the in-plane ordering, -scan measurements were performed 

on a sample with a thickness about 980 nm deposited at a substrate temperature of 550 °C, 

and an O2 flow rate of 40 sccm. Fig. 6.16 presents the XRD -scan recorded in the 

SnO2 {110}- and Al2O3 {112̅3}-plane, as well as SnO2 {101}- and Al2O3 {101̅2}-plane, 

respectively. It should be noted that the {110}- and {101}-plane of rutile SnO2 single 

crystals both have a two-fold symmetry along the [100] rotation axis. In contrast, the SnO2 

films exhibit a six-fold symmetry originating from the formation of the three types of 

domains discussed in section 6.2 (see Fig. 6.5). According to our analysis of the -scans, 

the in-plane alignment can be described as SnO2[01̅0]∥Al2O3<1 2̅10> or equivalently 

SnO2[001]∥Al2O3<1̅010>. 

In agreement with our finding, Dominguez and Liu et al. found the existence of 

domains of a rectangular shape and an 120° relative rotation in the plane-view TEM and 

corresponding selected-area electron diffraction patterns [2, 19]. 

 

 

 

Fig. 6.16. Four-circle XRD -scans of a SnO2 films with a thickness of 980 nm, which 

was deposited at a substrate temperature of 550 °C. The scans were recorded at 

SnO2 {110} (2 = 26.5°,  = 44.6°) and Al2O3 {112̅3} (2 = 43.3°,  = 61.2°), as well as 

SnO2 {101} (2 = 33.9°,  = 55.7°) and Al2O3 {101̅2} (2 = 25.6°,  = 57.6°). 

 

To characterize the crystallinity of the films, HRXRD in-plane measurements were 

performed for a SnO2 sample which was deposited at a substrate temperature of 455 °C for 

4 hours yielding a thickness of 230 nm. Fig. 6.17(a) shows the -2 scan around the 

symmetric SnO2 (200) reflection. A slightly asymmetric (200) peak with weak thickness 
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interference fringe structure is visible. The analysis of the fringe structure yields a 

thickness of the SnO2 film of 230 nm, in good agreement with the value of 248 nm 

estimated from the interference oscillations detected in the optical transmittance. The (200) 

peak of the film is located at 38.368°, which is shifted towards higher angle compared to 

bulk SnO2. The corresponding a-axis lattice parameter is calculated to be 4.688 Å, i.e. 

smaller than that of the bulk SnO2 (4.738 Å), indicating that compressive strain exists in 

the film along the growth direction of [100].  

 

 

 

Fig. 6.17. HRXRD results of a SnO2 film with a thickness of 230 nm, (a) -2 scan of 

the film out-of-plane; (b) transverse scans through the SnO2 (200) and (400) reflections; 

(c) GIID measurement at the in-plane SnO2; (002) reflection with depth profile; (d) -

scan at SnO2 (002) reflection. 

 

Fig. 6.17(b) displays the symmetric -scans (converted to qx) at the SnO2 (200)- and 

(400)-planes of the same sample. Each of the diffraction traces consists of a two-

component contribution with an extremely sharp (resolution limited) Bragg part at the 

SnO2 (200) or (400) position and a broad background due to diffuse scattering, (as seen 

before in Fig. 6.15b). The FWHM of the sharp peak for both reflections is 18". This very 

narrow line shape of the peak implies long-range structural correlations. The intensity ratio 

of the sharp to the diffuse part decreases with the diffraction order. The origin of the 

diffuse scattering is due to the angular spreading of the a-axis orientation (tilt), vertical 

domain boundaries, and dislocations in the film. In fact, the FWHM of the diffuse 

scattering increases in qx (1/nm) with the order of diffraction, but decreases in  (degree).  
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Similar observations were reported for GaN on sapphire [20] and other systems with 

anisotropic substrate-layer adhesion, a theoretical description was first given by Miceli and 

Palmström [21]. The diffraction behavior stems from anisotropic defect systems which 

form highly localized strain fields. The kind and disorder of the main defects define the 

vanishing of the Bragg part as well as the shape and broadening of the diffuse background 

with the order of diffraction. Moreover, the evolution with thickness (Fig. 6.15b) can be 

described in the same manner. Starting with the two-line shape model for thin films, the 

vanishing defect anisotropy leads in case of the thick films to the common Bragg 

broadening caused by bulk dislocations etc (the bottom curve in Fig. 6.15b). 

Fig. 6.17(c) shows the depth profile of GIID -2 measurements at the SnO2 (002) 

Bragg reflection, which is obtained by varying the incoming angle  of the X-ray beam. At 

 = 0.2° (the top curve), the curve shows the reflection at the very near surface region of 

the SnO2 film, at  = 1.0° (the bottom curve), the curve reveals the reflection from the 

entire thickness of the SnO2 film. The peak maximum stays almost constant with 

increasing penetration depth. The data of Fig. 6.17(c) were fitted to Pseudo-Voigt 

functions in order to separate Cu K1 and Cu K2 contributions of the incident radiation 

(not shown here). According to the fitted position of the Cu K1 reflection, the lattice 

parameter c of the SnO2 film is calculated to be 3.184 Å, very close to the value of 3.187 Å 

for bulk SnO2. It indicates that due to very large lattice mismatch between SnO2 (100) and 

Al2O3 (0001), the in-plane growth along the c-axis of SnO2 is almost relaxed already at a 

very early stage of the growth.  

Fig. 6.17(d) shows the -scan at the SnO2 (002) reflection. The FWHM is 1.1°, 

obviously larger than the FWHM (18 arc seconds) of the out-of-plane (200) reflection, 

indicating the strong anisotropic initial growth, i.e. the substrate is evidently less efficient 

in organizing the film orientation in-plane than out-of-plane. Similar observations were 

reported for the heteroepitaxial growth of GaN on c-sapphire substrates [22]. Likely 

reasons are the large lattice mismatch between SnO2 and Al2O3 of 16% along the SnO2 

[002] direction. 

 

Two- or three-dimensional reciprocal space mappings (2D- and 3D-RSM) are often 

utilized to characterize the degree of strain relaxation, lattice parameters and assessment of 

defect propagation. Fig. 6.18(a) is an asymmetric 3D -2 scan of the sample with 

thickness of 230 nm, whose HRXRD spectra are shown in Fig. 6.17. The two weak peaks 

at about 93° and 91° correspond to the SnO2 (420) and (411) reflections, respectively. The 

intensity of the (411) reflection is stronger than that of (420) reflection. The intensity 

distribution of the reflections (420) and (411) is in agreement with the ICDD PDF No. 41-

1445.  
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Fig. 6.18. SnO2 film with a thickness of 230 nm, whose HRXRD spectra shown in Fig. 

6.17: 3D-Omega map over 2 (a), and 2D-RSM (b) around the SnO2 (420) and (411), 

and around Al2O3 (11 2 12) Bragg reflections.  

 

Fig. 6.18(b) shows the converted RSM of this film. The intensity distribution (-4.201, 

9.234) corresponding to the (112̅12) reflection of sapphire is confined in a very narrow 

region of reciprocal space. This behavior is expected for the diffraction from single crystals. 

According to the RSM measurement the lattice parameter a and c of Al2O3 are 4.761 and 

12.995 Å, respectively. These results are consistent with the ICDD PDF No.46-1212 for 

Al2O3 (a = 4.7587 Å and c = 12.9929 Å).  
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In contrast, the diffuse background scattering of SnO2 extends over a much wider 

region of reciprocal space. According to the qz value (~ 8.52 nm
-1

) of the SnO2 (420) Bragg 

reflection the lattice parameter a of this film is 4.69 Å. It is in good agreement with the 

result, which is estimated from the data in Fig. 6.17(a). Due to the influence of the SnO2 

(411) Bragg reflection, the lattice parameter b of this film cannot be estimated.  

 

The SnO2 (020) reflection is not accessible using GIID measurement. In order to 

evaluate the in-plane lattice parameter b precisely, reciprocal space mapping (RSM) was 

carried out on a sample deposited at a substrate temperature of 650 °C with a thickness of 

about 500 nm (due to the small thickness, the SnO2 (420) reflection of the sample shown in 

Fig. 6.18 is very weak, not enough to estimate the lattice parameter b of SnO2 film 

correctly). 

Fig. 6.19(a) shows the RSM of the symmetric SnO2 (200) and Al2O3 (0006) reflections. 

The peak of SnO2 (200) is running strictly in the qz direction, indicating its origin to be 

located parallel to the surface in real space. The SnO2 reflection extends over much wider 

regions of the reciprocal space due to the diffuse background scattering, which is caused 

by the structure defects in the SnO2 film. Particular with regard to the qx broadening, the 

RSMs indicate reduced in-plane coherence lengths. According to the qz values (4.234 nm
-1

 

for SnO2 (200), and 4.617 nm
-1

 for Al2O3 (0006)) of the reflections in the RSM, the lattice 

parameters a of the SnO2 film and c of the Al2O3 substrate are determined to be 4.724 Å 

and 12.995 Å. The two tilted lines in Fig. 6.19(a) are due to a detector streak (DS), which 

is caused by an electronic artifact of the area detector. Therefore, they are not of interest 

here. 

Fig. 6.19(b) shows the RSM of the asymmetric (420) and (411) reflections of this SnO2 

film, and the (112̅12) reflection of the Al2O3 substrate. The peak around (-4.20 nm
-1

, 

8.47 nm
-1

) corresponds to the SnO2 (420) reflection and indicates that the lattice 

parameters a and b of SnO2 are 4.722 Å and 4.762 Å, respectively. These results 

demonstrate that the out-of-plane a-axis is slightly compressed, and the in-plane b-axis is 

elongated compared to bulk SnO2 for this film with a thickness of 500 nm. It should be 

noted that the lattice parameter b of SnO2 is very close to that of the Al2O3 unit cell 

4.759 Å. This demonstrates that the in-plane b-axis of the SnO2 film matches the substrate 

very well. 
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Fig. 6.19. Reciprocal space mapping of a 500 nm SnO2 film deposited at a substrate 

temperature of 650 °C with an O2 flow rate of 40 sccm. (a) RSM of the symmetric SnO2 

(200) and Al2O3 (0006) reflections, (b) RSM of the asymmetric (420) and (411), and 

(112̅12) Bragg reflections of SnO2 film and Al2O3 substrate, respectively. 
 

 

6.3.2 Determination of the characteristic thickness of the 

growth mode change 

 

The lattice parameter a of the SnO2 films as a function of the film thickness obtained by 

XRD is plotted in Fig. 6.20(a). The blue dashed line indicates the lattice parameter a of 

bulk SnO2. Although the samples were grown at different substrate temperatures, O2 gas 

flow rates and deposition duration etc. the data reveal a clear trend, i.e. the lattice 

parameter a of the SnO2 (100) films on c-sapphire shifts towards the value of bulk SnO2 
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with increasing film thickness. This suggests that the SnO2 (100) atomic layers first 

deposited are strained to match the Al2O3 (0001) along the b-axis of SnO2 and a coherent 

interface along this direction is formed (see discussion of Fig. 6.19), but along the c-axis it 

is relaxed (discussion of Fig. 6.17c). Thus, along the growth direction the lattice parameter 

a is compressed (see discussion of Fig. 6.15a and Fig. 6.17a). As the layer thickness 

increases, the strain energy also increases. When the thickness is large enough, relaxation 

occurs and the crystalline lattice of the film approaches its bulk structure.  

The FWHM of the rocking curves of the SnO2 (200)-plane reflections are plotted in Fig. 

6.20(b), (black squares) as a function of the film thickness. Very thin films exhibit a similar 

rocking curve FWHM of 0.02°, but beyond 50 nm, this value drastically increases. It 

should be noted that the nominal film thickness, where the FWHM of the peak starts to 

increase, is characteristic for the change of growth mode of SnO2 (100) on Al2O3 (0001), 

where it changes from isolated island growth with the three different preferential 

orientations to a merging of these islands leading to a significant formation of additional 

strain, domain boundaries, planar defects, and stacking faults, which lead to the appearance 

of the broad diffuse scattering in the -scans. This characteristic thickness should therefore 

be slightly smaller than 50 nm. 

 

 

 

Fig. 6.20 (a) Experimental lattice parameter a of SnO2 films as a function of SnO2 film 

thickness. (b) FWHM of the rocking curve of the SnO2 (200) reflection (black squares) 

and ratio (red circles) of the intensity of the sharp peak and the intensity of the total peak 

of the -scan of the SnO2 (200) reflection as a function of film thickness. The dashed 

vertical line indicates the characteristic thickness of 50 nm. 

 

In Fig. 6.15(b), the diffraction patterns consist of two components, an extremely sharp 

line and a broad background. The red solid line in Fig. 6.20(b) shows the intensity ratio 

I1/I0 of the films as a function of film thickness. I1 denotes the intensity of the sharp peak in 

the -scan of the SnO2 (200) reflection, which can be attributed to the initially deposited 

layer and stands for very good out-of-plane ordering. I0 is the total intensity of the -scan 
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of the SnO2 (200) reflection (seen in Fig. 6.15b). The steep decrease of the I1/I0 ratio at 

about 50 nm suggests that a transformation of the growth mode of the SnO2 (100) films on 

c-sapphire takes place after the initial stages of the growth. 

 

 

6.3.3 Morphology of SnO2 films 

 

 

 

Fig. 6.21. SEM images of SnO2 films, (a) a film with a thickness of 12 nm, ω-scan 

FWHM of 0.019°, (b) a film with a thickness of 70 nm, FWHM of 0.036°, (c) a film 

with a thickness of 330 nm, FWHM of 0.182°, (d) a film with a thickness of 980 nm, 

FWHM of 0.213°, (e) a film with thickness of 2.37 µm, FWHM of 0.26°; (f) the cross-

section view of the film in Fig. e. 

 

SEM measurements were performed to obtain information on grain or domain boundaries 

and on the film morphology which might yield additional insight how the growth process 

takes place. The surface morphologies of films of different thicknesses are shown in Fig. 
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6.21(a)-(e). Fig. 6.21(a) shows the surface of a 12 nm SnO2 sample. The surface consists of 

small grains uniformly distributed with grain sizes between 10 and 20 nm. It does not 

reveal a closed surface. In Fig. 6.21(b) the surface of a film of about 70 nm thickness is 

shown. The crystalline grains seem to coalesce in this film. When the film thickness 

reaches 330 nm (in Fig. 6.21c), the sample exhibits a flat surface consisting of crystalline 

domains of µm-sizes. Increasing the film thickness further some domains start to exhibit a 

hexagonal shape (in Fig. 6.21d). That can be regarded to arise from the three possible 

orientations of the rectangular SnO2 unit cells on the hexagonal c-sapphire surface. The 

three equivalent rectangular unit cells are rotated by 120° with respect to each other. 

Therefore the surface of high-quality SnO2 thin films exposes hexagonal domains, in 

accordance with the symmetry deduced from the XRD -scans presented above, which 

showed a six-fold instead of two-fold symmetry of the SnO2 films (its -scan show in Fig. 

6.16). Fig. 6.21(e) and f show the plan-view and cross-sectional morphology of the film 

with a thickness of 2.37 µm. The XRD -2 scan and -scan of this film were shown in 

Fig. 6.15 as the bottom curves. Large crystal domains are observed in the plan-view. These 

huge SnO2 domains also are visible in the cross-section image. 

 

 

6.3.4 Optical properties of SnO2 films 

 

Fig. 6.22 shows the optical transmittance spectra of SnO2 samples with a range of 

thickness as a function of the incident light wavelength in the range of 200 - 1300 nm. For 

all films the average transmittance in the visible range is over 75%, while it was about 85% 

for c-sapphire. The absolute average transmittance of the SnO2 films is thus more than 

85%. The transmittance above the band gap of the thin films with thickness 12, 25, 71 and 

92 nm does not completely go down to 0, which is not only due to their small thickness, 

but possibly due to the growth following a Volmer-Weber mode, i.e. the initial growth is 

three-dimensional mode. Many grains form SnO2 islands on the substrate. The SnO2 films 

are not completely closed yet and small gaps remain between the SnO2 islands. Therefore a 

fraction of photons with energies above the band gap of SnO2 may pass through the gaps 

between the islands. The transmittance of the high energy photons decreases with 

increasing film thickness, because spatial openings between the crystallites decrease due to 

the coalescence of the islands with increasing film thickness. When the thickness of film 

reaches about 100 nm, the film is almost completely closed. Therefore the transmittance of 

the light with the energy above the band gap of SnO2 for thick films goes down to 0. 
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Fig. 6.22. Optical transmittance spectra of epitaxial SnO2 (100) films with different 

thicknesses. 

 

 

 

Fig. 6.23. Optical absorption edge of the epitaxial SnO2 (100) films on c-sapphire with 

different thicknesses.  

 

Following the Tauc-theory, 2/3
 curves of the films grown on c-sapphire were analyzed 

as a function of photon energy h (not shown here). Extrapolating along the linear portion 

of the 2/3
 vs. h curve to zero absorption yields the values of the optical absorption edge. 

The optical absorption edge of all SnO2 films, whose lattice parameter a is shown in Fig. 

6.20(a), is plotted in Fig. 6.23 as a function of the film thickness. The optical absorption 

edge of these films is in the range of 3.59 - 3.78 eV. It is independent of the film thickness. 

The reason is the same as that discussed in section 5.3. We did not use polarized light to 

identify the anisotropic absorption edges of the films. Therefore, the films exhibit 

absorption edges in between the anisotropic absorption edges of SnO2 single crystal, and 

no clear trends with thickness are observed. 
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6.3.5 Growth mechanism  

 

Based on the analysis described above, we believe that heteroepitaxial growth of SnO2 on 

c-sapphire initially starts in a Volmer-Weber growth mode. The SnO2 growth begins by the 

nucleation of discrete islands with rectangular unit cells about 3.187 (relaxed) and 4.759 Å 

(strained) in-plane. There are three possible orientations of these unit cells of the SnO2 

islands with respect to the c-sapphire substrate. These orientations are rotated by 120° with 

respect to each other. With increasing deposition time, the islands grow, and finally 

coalesce forming a continuous film. This transition from island growth to a continuous film 

occurs at a thickness of about 50 nm. At that stage the density of domain boundaries, grain 

boundaries and other defects increases dramatically (seen Fig. 6.24a, b). This growth 

model is supported by our results for SnO2 films with thicknesses below 1 µm (Fig. 6.15 

and Fig. 6.20). When the thickness of film increases further, larger SnO2 domains form and 

the density of defects in the film decreases again (Fig. 6.24c). The ordering of the film 

becomes better (as, for instance, seen for the sample with a thickness of 2.37 µm in Fig. 

6.15 and Fig. 6.21). The film with a thickness of 2.37 µm possesses large domains and less 

domain boundaries compared to the films with thicknesses in the range from 300 nm - 

1 µm. A similar situation was found by Vasheghani Farahani et al. for SnO2 (101) films on 

r-sapphire. Those authors suggested that the dislocations originate at the interface between 

film and substrate, and their density decreases with increasing film thickness [16]. In our 

case, the different defects start to occur at a film thickness of about 50 nm, when the 

initially separated nuclei forming the grains start to coalesce and grain boundaries are 

formed. This defect formation is significant as three different orientations of the unit cells 

of the SnO2 nuclei and domains exist on c-sapphire. Above 1 µm film thickness the defects 

density decreases again due to the formation of larger SnO2 domains (see in Fig. 6.24c). 

These findings are independent of growth temperature in the range of substrate 

temperatures from 455 °C to 650 °C. 
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Fig. 6.24. Schematic diagrams showing the growth process of SnO2 on c-sapphire as 

cross-section views. 

 

 

6.3.6 Conclusions 

 

Epitaxial SnO2 (100) films grown on c-sapphire were studied. XRD and HRXRD analysis 

showed that pure-phase SnO2 films with a rutile structure were formed. Detailed analysis 

using HRXRD and SEM reveals that the crystalline quality and the morphology of SnO2 

films vary significantly with film thickness. The SnO2 epitaxy on c-sapphire starts in the 

Volmer-Weber growth mode.  In the initial growth, the in-plane unit cell constants of SnO2 

along c axis and b axis are 3.187 (relaxed) and 4.759 Å (strained), respectively. At a 

characteristic layer thickness of about 50 nm the islands begin to merge, until ~100 nm 

leading to a closed SnO2 (100) film growth on c-sapphire with a characteristic domain 

structure. 
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7 SnO2 thin films on r-sapphire 

 

Before this subject is discussed, the structural similarities between r-sapphire and 

SnO2 (101) are discussed. The lattice mismatch (11.3%) between SnO2 and the r-plane 

sapphire along SnO2 [10 1 ] is smaller than that between SnO2 and c-plane sapphire 

(16.0%). Many studies have investigated the structure, morphology, stoichiometry, optical 

etc. properties of SnO2 films on r-sapphire. In our study we deposited a series of SnO2 thin 

films on r-sapphire by CVD to investigate the various properties of the films.  

The epitaxial relationship between the grown SnO2 (101) film and Al2O3 (011̅2) is 

illustrated in Fig. 7.1. The lattice parameters are based on ICDD PDF No. 46-1212 and 41-

1445 for Al2O3 and SnO2, respectively. 

 

 

 

Fig. 7.1. Schematic diagram of the crystalline: (a) Al2O3 (011̅2)-plane, (b) SnO2 (101)-

plane. The surface unit cells are also indicated. 

 

 

7.1 Characterization of the quality of the r-sapphire 

substrate 

 

Using essentially the same experimental procedure as discussed in section 6.1 the miscut 

polar angle  of the r-sapphire substrate is determined by XRD -scans. Fig. 7.2(a) shows 

the -scans of the (101̅2) reflection of an Al2O3 sapphire. The substrate is rotated by steps 

of 45° along the surface axis. The corrected angle of the sample plate is recorded in Fig. 
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7.2(b). According to the corrected angles between maximum and minimum, the miscut 

polar angle is 0.083° (= 
0.12°−(−0.046°)

2
) for this typical r-plane sapphire sample.  

 

 

 

Fig. 7.2. (a) XRD rocking curves of Al2O3 (101̅2) reflection. (b) The corrected angle of 

the sample holder as a function of the substrate rotation. 

 

 

7.2 Ultra-thin SnO2 films on r-sapphire 

 

An ultra-thin SnO2 film was deposited on r-sapphire at a substrate temperature of 700 °C, 

with a precursor evaporation rate of Sn metal of 0.0017 g/h, and an O2 gas flow rate of 

4 sccm. The corresponding XRD -2 scan is presented in Fig. 7.3. In the scan interval 

from 20° to 85°, apart from the (1012), (20 2 4) and (303 6) peaks of the r-plane sapphire, 

there are two additional peaks located at about 33.9° and 71.4°. These peaks are assigned 

to (101) and (202) reflections of SnO2, respectively. No signs of secondary phases can be 

discerned in the pattern, indicating that the films grown on r-sapphire consist of pure-phase 

tetragonal rutile SnO2 with an out-of-plane orientation of SnO2(101)∥Al2O3(1012). The 

inset of Fig. 7.3 depicts the rocking curve of the (101)-plane of this film. The out-of-plane 

FWHM is not as narrow as that of ultra-thin SnO2 films on c-sapphire. 
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Fig. 7.3. XRD -2 scan of an ultra-thin SnO2 film on an r-sapphire substrate, which was 

deposited at a substrate temperature of 700 °C, with an evaporation rate of Sn metal of 

0.0017 g/h, and an O2 gas flow rate of 4 sccm. The inset depicts the rocking curve of the 

SnO2 (101) reflection. 

 

Fig. 7.4 shows the plane-view SEM image of this ultra-thin SnO2 film. The surface 

consists of rectangular grains with grain sizes between 100 to 300 nm. The rectangular 

shape coincides with the rectangular SnO2 and Al2O3 unit cells (Fig. 7.1). The film is 

evidently not closed. 

 

 

 

Fig. 7.4. Plane-view SEM image of the ultra-thin SnO2 film. 

 

Fig. 7.5 shows the optical transmittance of this ultra-thin SnO2 film as a function of the 

incident light wavelength in the range of 200 - 1900 nm. The transmittance above the band 

gap (< 344 nm) of SnO2 does not completely go down to 0. This is the case because the 

film is not closed (see Fig. 7.4). 
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Fig. 7.5. The optical transmittance spectra of the ultra-thin SnO2 film (black), and pure 

Al2O3 substrate (red), respectively. 

 

 

7.3 The tilt in SnO2 films on r-sapphire 

 

In this section, we determine the tilt of the SnO2 film, which occurs during the growth 

process of SnO2 films on r-plane sapphire using XRD and SEM, and analyze the 

corresponding data in detail.  

A film was deposited at a substrate temperature of 650 °C for 6.5 h yielding a film 

thickness of 1.35 µm. Fig. 7.6(a) and (b) show a XRD -2 scan, and the rocking curve of 

the (200) reflection of the SnO2 film on r-sapphire, respectively. Apart from the Al2O3 

reflections, there are two additional peaks of SnO2 (101) and (202) reflections located at 

33.9° and 71.3°, respectively. The FWHM of the rocking curve of the (101) reflection of 

this film is 0.330°. The intensity of the SnO2 reflections is lower than that of Al2O3 

reflections. 

In the rocking curve measurements it became evident that, when the SnO2 (101) 

reflection became stronger by adjusting the sample table, the Al2O3 (011̅2) reflection 

became very weak, or even disappeared. As an example, Fig. 7.6(c) shows -2 scans of 

the sample before and after the adjusting the initial angle position of the sample table. The 

peak of SnO2 (101) reflection in the red curve is about 100 times stronger than that before 

the adjustment of the sample table (see the black curve), but the peaks of r-sapphire in the 

red curve disappear due to the adjustment. This finding indicates that the SnO2 (101)-plane 

is not completely parallel to the Al2O3 (011̅2)-plane, i.e. a tilt between them exists.  
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Fig. 7.6. (a) XRD -2 scan of an SnO2 film deposited at a substrate temperature of 

650 °C for 6.5 h yielding a thickness of 1.35 µm, and (b) rocking curve at SnO2 (200) 

reflection of this film. (c) Comparison of the XRD -2 scans of this film before and 

after ‘Justierung Theta-Scan’.  

 

 

 

Fig. 7.7. Plane-view SEM image of the SnO2 film on r-sapphire, whose XRD results are 

shown in Fig. 7.6. 
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Fig. 7.7 shows a plane-view SEM image of this film. The bird-feather-shaped 

crystalline grains have grain sizes between 200 and 500 nm. The feather-tips of the grains 

exhibit a preferential orientation. This image also visualizes the tilt between the facets of 

the grains and the substrate. 

 

In section 6.1 we discussed how to measure the miscut polar angle  of the substrate. 

Here we use the same method to determine the tilt between the SnO2 (101)-plane and the r-

sapphire substrate plane. Again a series of the rocking curves was measured where the 

sample was rotated by steps of 45° along the substrate normal. The series of curves 

obtained is shown in Fig. 7.8(a). The position of the peak maximum of the -scans varies 

with the rotation angle of the sample. The angle difference between SnO2 (101)-plane and 

the sample holder plane as a function of rotation angle about the substrate normal is 

depicted in Fig. 7.8(b). The variation of the angle between the SnO2 (101)-plane and the 

sample holder plane reveals a sine form. The tilt of the SnO2 (101) plane of this film is 

about 1.0° with respect to the substrate surface, i.e. the Al2O3 (1012)-plane. As discussed in 

section 7.1, the miscut polar angle of r-sapphire is about 0.083°. The tilt of the SnO2 film 

on r-sapphire is not caused by the miscut of the substrate.  

 

 

 

Fig. 7.8. (a) XRD rocking curves of SnO2 (101) reflection for different rotation angles 

about the substrate normal axis. (b) The angle difference between the sample holder 

plane and the SnO2 (101)-plane as a function of rotation angle. 

 

Fig. 7.9(a) shows XRD -2 scan of an SnO2 film deposited at a lower substrate 

temperature of 550 °C for 6 h with a film thickness of 970 nm. The diffraction peaks of the 

film can be identified as reflections of the (101) crystal planes of SnO2. Due to the 

logarithmic scale for the XRD intensity, SnO2 (200) and (321) reflections are also observed. 

However, the SnO2 (101) plane is obviously the preferred orientation (more than 100 times 
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stronger in intensity than the (200) and (321) reflections), indicating that the SnO2 (101) 

plane is to a good approximation parallel to the substrate Al2O3 (101̅2) surface plane.   

The X-ray rocking curve of the SnO2 (101) reflection is plotted in Fig. 7.9(b). It 

exhibits a double peak structure where the intensity of the peak at lower angle is stronger 

than that of the other. The data of the rocking curve are fitted by two Gaussian functions in 

order to separate the two peaks. The FWHMs of the two peaks are 0.793° and 1.092°.  

 

 

 

Fig. 7.9. (a) XRD -2 scan of a film deposited at a substrate temperature of 550 °C for 

6 h with a thickness of 970 nm, and (b) rocking curve at SnO2 (101) reflection of this 

film. (c) The plane-view SEM micrograph of this SnO2 film. 

 

The plane-view SEM micrograph of this film is shown in Fig. 7.9(c). The bird-feather-

shaped crystalline grains are also observed as for the film grown at 650 °C (cf. Fig. 7.7). 

However, their preferential orientation is less pronounced, i.e. there are also grains of other 

shapes, whose facets can be attributed to the other SnO2 planes. This is consistent with the 

results of the -2 scan in Fig. 7.9(a). The feather-tips in the SEM image are not all 

pointing towards one direction, some also point in the opposite direction. The orientation 

of the feather-tips in circles is directed towards the upper right of the image, whereas that 

of the tips in the squares is directed towards the bottom left of the image. There are much 

more crystalline grains pointing to the upper right than to the bottom left. This is in good 

agreement on the intensity distribution in Fig. 7.9(b). 
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Fig. 7.10(a) shows the -2 scan of a film, deposited at an intermediate substrate 

temperature of 600 °C for 3 h yielding a thickness of about 1 µm. The SnO2 (101) and (202) 

reflections are still preferential, but the other orientations (200), (110), and (321) become 

more pronounced compared with the samples, whose XRD-results are shown in Fig. 7.6 

and Fig. 7.9. The X-ray rocking curve of SnO2 (101) reflection is shown in Fig. 7.10(b). 

The peaks of the double-peak structure possess almost similar intensity. The FWHMs are 

1.049° and 1.288°. 

Fig. 7.10(c) shows the plane-view SEM micrograph of this film. The bird-feather-

shaped crystalline grains are clearly pointing towards two opposite directions. In the SEM 

image circled tips pointing in the one direction are almost as many as tips enclosed by 

rectangles pointing in the other direction. This is consistent with the behavior of the two 

distributions of rocking curve in Fig. 7.10(b). The stone-shaped crystalline grains, which 

give rise to the reflections of other SnO2 planes such as (200), (110), and (321), are much 

more than in the other two samples (cf. Fig. 7.7Fig. 7.9c). This is in agreement with the 

results of the XRD -2 scan of this sample. 

 

 

 

Fig. 7.10. (a) XRD -2 scan of a SnO2 film deposited at a substrate temperature of 

600 °C for 3 h with thickness of about 1 µm, (b) rocking curve at SnO2 (200) reflection 

of this film. (c) The plane-view SEM micrograph of this SnO2 film. 
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The corresponding series of  rocking curves is presented in Fig. 7.11(a) for the film 

deposited at 600 °C for 3 h. At angles of rotation along the substrate normal of 135° and 

315° there is only a single rocking curve peak. This indicates that the scattering plane 

(defined by incident and diffracted wave vectors) is parallel to the direction, in which the 

feather-tips are pointing. We plot the variations of the angles of the slight narrow (black) 

and the wide (red) rocking curve peaks between the SnO2 (101)-plane and the sample 

holder plane in Fig. 7.11(b), respectively. The tilt of the crystalline grains is about 2° to the 

substrate surface. However, in section 7.1 the miscut polar angle of r-sapphire substrate 

was estimated to only about 0.083°. This result indicates that the miscut of r-sapphire is 

not the main reason to give rise to the tilt of the SnO2 (101) plane on r-sapphire. Pan et al. 

reported also that a misorientation exists in SnO2 thin films on r-plane sapphire [1]. The 

formation reason of the tilt in the films etc. needs to be clarified in the further work. 

 

 

 

Fig. 7.11. (a) XRD rocking curves of SnO2 (101) reflection at the different rotation 

angles of the sample about the substrate normal for the SnO2 film grown at 600 °C. (b) 

Extracted angle between the sample holder plane and the SnO2 (101)-plane from the two 

peaks of the rocking curves. The black rectangles and red spots become from the 

experimental values of the little narrow and fat peak in -scan, respectively. The lines 

are the sine fitted curves. 

 

 

7.4 Lattice parameters of SnO2 films  

 

In order to investigate the lattice parameters of SnO2 films on r-sapphire, -scans of 

selected samples were obtained. Fig. 7.12(a) presents the -scans of an SnO2 film with a 

thickness of 1.35 µm recorded at SnO2 {110}, Al2O3 {0006}, SnO2 {200}, and 

Al2O3 {112̅3} reflections. Its XRD results and SEM image are shown in Fig. 7.6 and Fig. 
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7.7, respectively. According to the results of the -scans, the in-plane orientation 

relationships are SnO2 [010]∥Al2O3 <101̅0> and SnO2 [101̅]∥Al2O3 <01̅11>. These 

results agree well with the diagram illustrated in Fig. 7.1 and also with other studies of 

SnO2 films grown by MBE [2, 3], femtosecond pulsed laser ablation [1], pulsed-electron-

beam deposition [4], sputtering [5], ALD and CVD [6, 7] etc. Well-separated reflections in 

the -scans demonstrate a good in-plane and out-of-plane orderings of the SnO2 film, and 

reveal an epitaxial growth of SnO2 film on r-sapphire. Fig. 7.12(b) shows the narrow -2 

scans of SnO2 (101)-, (110)-, and (200)-planes, whose 2 values are 33.93°, 26.57°, and 

37.92°, respectively. Using the 2 values of the SnO2 (101)-, (110)-, and (200)-planes the 

lattice parameters of this SnO2 film are estimated using crystal geometry equation (4.3) in 

Chapter 4. The lattice parameters a (out-of-plane), b (in-plane) and c (in-plane) derived for 

this SnO2 film on r-sapphire are 4.74 Å, 4.74 Å, and 3.18 Å, respectively. They are in 

perfect agreement with the bulk lattice parameters of SnO2 (4.738 Å, 4.738 Å, and 

3.187 Å). These results reveal that the film is relaxed, as the film thickness reaches 

1.35 µm. It should be noted that in the most SnO2 films on c-sapphire with a thickness of 

about 1 µm strain was still present (see in chapter 6, Fig. 6.8). 

 

 

 

Fig. 7.12. (a) Multiple off-axis -scans of the SnO2 film on r-sapphire grown at 650 °C. 

The diffraction peak and inclination angle () are indicated for each measurement.        

(b) The narrow -2 scans of the SnO2 (101)-, (110)-, and (200)-planes, which 2 values 

are 33.93°, 26.57°, and 37.92°, respectively. The corresponding rocking curves using 

same color are depicted in the insets. 
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In Fig. 7.12(b) the peak of the -2 scan of SnO2 (101) reflection is sharper than those 

of the other two peaks of (110) and (200) reflections. FWHM and position of the Bragg 

peak can be used to determine the crystallite size D by the Scherrer method. While the 

crystallite size is associated with the coherent crystal length and is deduced from -2 

scans by using the Scherrer equation (4.2). The Scherrer coherence lengths of 49 nm, 

19 nm, and 17 nm are determined for this film along the direction of the scattering vector 

of SnO2 (101)-, (110)-, and (200)-planes, respectively. The Scherrer coherence lengths are 

obviously smaller than the grain sizes, which are observed in SEM image of this film (Fig. 

7.7). This reason can be found in Ref. [8]. The results suggest that the out-of-plane 

Scherrer coherence length is larger than the in-plane coherence length. The insets of Fig. 

7.12(b) depict rocking curves of the SnO2 (101)-, (110)-, and (200)-planes with -scan 

FWHM values of 0.330°, 0.458°, and 0.516°, respectively, These values show that the in-

plane ordering is better than the out-of-plane ordering of this film. 

 

 

7.5 Conclusions 

 

Epitaxial SnO2 (101) films were grown on r-sapphire by CVD. XRD analysis shows that 

pure-phase SnO2 films with a rutile structure were obtained. SEM reveals that the initial 

SnO2 film possesses rectangular shape, which coincides with the rectangular unit cells of 

SnO2 (101)- and Al2O3(1012)-plane. The epitaxial relationships between the SnO2 films 

and the substrates are SnO2(101) ∥Al2O3(10 1 2) in the out-of-plane orientation, and 

SnO2[010]∥Al2O3<100> and SnO2[101̅]∥Al2O3<1̅2̅1> in the in-plane orientation. Detailed 

analysis using XRD indicates that a tilt exists between the SnO2 films and the r-sapphire 

substrates. The misoriented angle of the films is about 1° ~ 2°. It is obviously bigger than 

the miscut polar angle of the r-sapphire substrate.  
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8 SnO2 films grown at high temperature 

 

Due to the large lattice mismatch between SnO2 and sapphire, it is difficult to obtain high 

quality thick SnO2 films on sapphire substrates. Mostly if the thickness of SnO2 films is 

above 1 µm on sapphire, the SnO2 samples are opaque (with a whitish milky appearance). 

Here we demonstrate that transparent SnO2 films with thicknesses above 3 µm can be 

obtained by CVD at a substrate temperature of 900 °C. Such samples were grown on c- 

and r-plane sapphire as well as on quartz glass. Only the SnO2 film with a thickness of 

8 µm on quartz glass grown at high substrate temperature is opaque, all others are 

transparent. The films deposited were characterized using XRD, HRXRD, SEM, AFM, 

Raman, PL, and optical transmittance.  

 

8.1 Deposition conditions of SnO2 films at high 

temperature 

 

The detailed description of the experimental procedure is given in chapter 3. The 

deposition conditions and some results for the films deposited at high substrate temperature 

are listed in Table 8.1). 

 

Table 8.1. Deposition conditions of SnO2 films grown at high temperature. 

 

Precursor SnI2, O2 

Substrate c-, r-plane sapphire, and quartz glass 

Substrate temperature 900 °C 

Reactor pressure 30 mbar 

Evaporation rate of SnI2 0.7 g/h 

Oxygen flow rate 40 sccm 

Growth time 2 h 

Film thickness 3.5 µm (on c-sapphire),         

 4.75 µm, 3.6 µm (on r-sapphire),  

~8 µm (on quartz glass)   
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8.2 Structure of the SnO2 films 

 

 

 

Fig. 8.1. XRD -2 scans of SnO2 films deposited at a high substrate temperature of 

900 °C, (a) on c-sapphire with a thickness of 3.5 µm, the inset is the -scan of the SnO2 

(200) reflection; (b) on r-sapphire with a thickness of 4.7 µm, the inset is the -scan of 

the SnO2 (101) reflection; and (c) on quartz glass with a thickness of ~8 µm. The red 

lines show the standard powder diffraction spectrum of SnO2 (ICDD PDF #41-1445) 

for comparison. 
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Fig. 8.1 shows the XRD -2 scans of the SnO2 films grown in the same growth run at a 

high substrate temperature of 900 °C on the three different kinds of substrate. The scans 

cover a 2 range from 20° to 85°. Apart from the sharp reflections of the sapphire 

substrates, there are only reflections of rutile SnO2 based on ICDD PDF No. 41-1445. The 

red lines show the standard powder diffraction spectrum of SnO2 for comparison.  

Fig. 8.1(a) indicates that a pure-phase tetragonal rutile SnO2 film is obtained on c-

sapphire with an out-of-plane orientation relationship of SnO2(100)||Al2O3(0001). The inset 

shows the rocking curve of the (200) reflection of the SnO2 film. The FWHM of the 

rocking curve is only 0.0476° (using the 2-circle XRD at IPI, Uni. Giessen) indicating the 

high degree of out-of-plane ordering of this film. Fig. 8.1(b) shows the out-of-plane 

orientation relationship of SnO2(101)∥Al2O3(011̅2) of the SnO2 film on r-sapphire. The 

FWHM of the rocking curve of the SnO2 (101) reflection is 0.272°. Compared with other 

SnO2 films on r-sapphire grown at low temperature this film with a thickness of 4.7 µm 

possesses a very good out-of-plane ordering. Fig. 8.1(c) indicates that the SnO2 film on 

quartz glass is polycrystalline as expected. The strong reflections in this film are the 

following: (101), (110), (200), (310), and (211). 

The analysis of the rocking curve measurements for the two SnO2 films on r-sapphire 

grown at high temperature indicates that the tilt in these films is very small, namely about 

0.1°. This value is comparable with the miscut polar angle of the substrate of 0.083°. A tilt 

of the SnO2 film with respect to the r-sapphire is absent in this case. 

 

Fig. 8.2 shows the 4-circle HRXRD -scans and narrow -2 scans of the SnO2 film 

with a thickness of 3.5 µm on c-sapphire grown at high temperature. The -scans of the 

{110}- and {101}-planes of the SnO2 film both exhibit a six-fold symmetry along the [100] 

rotation axis, indicating that the 120° rotation of the domains in this film exists. The 

inhomogeneous intensity of the peaks is caused by the irregular shape of the small sample 

(rectangular, about 127 mm
2
). It does not indicate that the domains along one direction 

grow preferentially compared with the domains along the other two directions. In Fig. 

8.2(b) the peak of (200) reflection is located at 37.86°, very close to the value of 37.95° for 

bulk SnO2. The FWHM of the very sharp peak of (200) reflection in the -2 scan is 

0.0265°. Using the Scherrer equation (4.2), the coherent crystal length along [200] 

direction is deduced to 317 nm. To the best of our knowledge, this is the largest coherent 

crystal length found for SnO2 films with thicknesses of more than 1 µm on sapphire. The 

large coherent length of this film reveals the length scale of the perfect structure along the 

growth direction. However, the peak of the (110) and (101) reflections are very wide, and 

possess even double peak structures indicating that the in-plane ordering is less good.  

The FWHMs of the rocking curves of the film are also different (the insets in Fig. 

8.2b). The out-of-plane value is only 0.039° (actually, it is comparable to the value of 
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0.0476° measured using 2-circle XRD in Fig. 8.1a), indicating an excellent ordering of this 

film in the out-of-plane direction. Whereas the FWHMs of the rocking curve of the (110) 

and (101) reflection are 1.6° and 0.77°, respectively. The results reveal the strong 

anisotropic growth of the SnO2 film on c-sapphire even at high substrate temperature. The 

reasons are not only the large lattice mismatch between SnO2 and Al2O3, but also the 

different symmetry between the SnO2 (200)-plane and Al2O3 (0001)-plane, i.e. rutile versus 

hexagonal structure. The findings are in agreement with the results of Rue et al. that the 

heteroepitaxial growth with a large mismatch between a film and a substrate is oriented 

well in the out-of-plane direction, but that the degree of in-plane epitaxy is low [1]. 

 

 
 

Fig. 8.2. (a) Multiple off-axis -scans of the SnO2 film on c-sapphire with a thickness 

of 3.5 µm grown at 900 °C. The diffraction peak and inclination angle () are indicated 

for each measurement. (b) The narrow -2 scans of the SnO2 (200)-, (110)-, and (101)-

planes, and the corresponding rocking curves shown in the insets.  

 

Fig. 8.3 presents the HRXRD -scans and narrow -2 scans of the SnO2 film with a 

thickness of 3.6 µm on r-sapphire grown at high temperature as comparison. The well-

separated reflections of -scans in Fig. 8.3(a), and the much smaller FWHMs rocking 

curve of (110) and (200) reflections of the film on r-sapphire compared with the FWHMs 

rocking curve of (101) and (110) reflections of the film on c-sapphire demonstrate a much 

better in-plane ordering of the SnO2 film on r-sapphire than on c-sapphire. The detailed 

discussion for the SnO2 film grown on r-sapphire at 650 °C can be found in chapter 7 

(Fig. 7.12). A few details are worth noting. First, the inclination angles  of (110)- and 

(200)-plane of this film are much closer to the calculated values (66.76° for (110)-, and 

56.07° for (200)-plane) compared to the thinner sample in Fig. 7.12 grown at a temperature 
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of 650 °C. This result also indicates that the tilt of the film grown at high temperature is 

very small.  

 

 
 

Fig. 8.3. (a) Multiple off-axis -scans of the SnO2 film on r-sapphire with a thickness of 

3.6 µm grown at 900 °C. The diffraction peak and inclination angle () are indicated 

for each measurement. (b) The narrow -2 scans of the SnO2 (101)-, (110)-, and (200)-

planes, whose 2 values are 33.89°, 26.58°, and 37.95°, respectively. The 

corresponding rocking curves are shown in the insets. 

 

Second, in Fig. 8.3(b) the FWHMs of the rocking curves of this film are considerably 

smaller than those of the SnO2 film in Fig. 7.12, i.e. with values of 0.231°, 0.232°, and 

0.207° compared to 0.330°, 0.458°, and 0.516° for (101), (110), and (200) reflections, 

respectively. According to the Scherrer equation, the coherence lengths of this film are 53, 

25, and 28 nm along the direction of the scattering vector of SnO2 (101)-, (110)-, and 

(200)-planes, respectively. These coherence lengths are larger than those of the films 

grown at low temperatures (see section 5.4), which are 49, 19, and 17 nm, respectively. 

These findings prove that the in-plane and out-of-plane ordering of the films grown on r-

sapphire at high temperature is better than that of films grown at low temperature. 
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8.3 Morphology of the SnO2 films 

 

The SEM images in Fig. 8.4 show plane-views of the surface of the SnO2 film on c-

sapphire with a thickness of 3.5 µm. Large circularly shaped crystal domains with sizes in 

the range of 30 to 40 µm are observed. Fig. 8.4(b) shows a magnified image of the top area 

of such a crystal domain. The top of the domains appears to be flat, and not to exhibit a 

grain structure but rather a terraced structure. 

 

 

 
Fig. 8.4. The plane-views of the SEM images for the SnO2 film on c-sapphire grown at 

high temperature. 

 

Fig. 8.5 shows the cross-sectional morphology of the SnO2 film on c-sapphire. 

According to this measurement the thickness of the film is about 3.7 µm, which is in good 

agreement with the value of 3.5 µm determined by optical transmittance measurements. 

The film is compact. The surface of the SnO2 film looks homogeneous. However, it is 

worth noting, the initial growth of the film on c-sapphire is columnar. The region close to 
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the substrate surface, where columnar growth occurs, extends to a distance from the 

substrate of about 500 to 800 nm, after then the columns slowly disappear. No grains and 

grain boundaries can be observed in the SEM image. 

 

 

 

Fig. 8.5. Cross-sectional view of the SnO2 film on c-sapphire. The thickness of this film 

is about 3.5 µm. 

 

For comparison, Fig. 8.6 shows the plane-view SEM images of the surface of the SnO2 

film grown on r-sapphire with a thickness of 4.75 µm (the other film with the thickness of 

3.6 µm exhibits a similar morphology). Again, the entire surface is flat, scarcely any grain 

is observed on the top surface, apart from some rectangular and pyramid shape domains 

which are implanted into the flat matrix (in Fig. 8.6a).  

Fig. 8.6(b) shows such a rectangular domain, which can be regarded as arising from the 

rectangular structure of the SnO2 unit cell on the r-sapphire surface. This rectangular 

domain size is more than 30 µm wide. Fig. 8.6(c-e) is a series of SEM images of the same 

pyramid shaped domain at different magnifications. From these gradually magnified 

images it becomes obvious that the pyramid shaped domain consists of rectangular shaped 

layers. However, one side of the pyramid grew more slowly, forming terraces on the edge. 

Fig. 8.6(f) shows a magnified image of the area enclosed by the small white rectangle in 

Fig. 8.6(c). The terraced structure of the surface is on the nanometer scale and can be 

clearly discerned. 

Fig. 8.7 shows the cross-sectional morphology of the SnO2 film on r-sapphire with a 

thickness of 4.7 µm. The film is very compact, no grain formation is observed. The surface 

of the SnO2 film looks homogeneous. In contrast to the SnO2 film on c-sapphire no 

interface region with columnar growth is observed indicating that r-sapphire is indeed the 

better substrate choice for growing epitaxial SnO2 on sapphire. 
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Fig. 8.6. The plan-views of the SEM images for the SnO2 film on r-sapphire grown at 

high temperature. 

 

 
 

Fig. 8.7. Cross-sectional view of the SnO2 film on r-sapphire. The thickness of this film 

is about 4.7 µm. 
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Fig. 8.8. The surface and cross-sectional views of the SnO2 film on quartz glass. 

 

For comparison, Fig. 8.8 shows the plan-view and cross-sectional morphologies of the 

SnO2 film deposited on quartz glass with a thickness of about 8 µm. Large single crystals 

(monocrystalline) with sizes between 2 and 7 µm reveal well defined facets. These 

crystallites accumulate randomly and compactly, forming a mosaic-like arrangement. Near 

the interface, the SnO2 grains are smaller, but the grains become much larger towards the 

top part of the film. The surface of this film is very rough compared with the SnO2 films on 

c-sapphire (Fig. 8.4) and on r-sapphire (Fig. 8.6). It exhibits a roughness on the µm-scale 

rather than on the nm-scale. 

 

AFM was used to further characterize the structural properties of the films grown at 

high temperatures. In Fig. 8.9 an AFM image and the corresponding line profile of a 

characteristic circular domain are displayed. The domain is circular with a diameter of 

about 40 µm. The line profile shows that the top area of the domain is cone-shaped with a 

cone height of about 0.4 µm, and not as flat as suggested by the SEM image of the surface. 

The root mean square (RMS) of the height fluctuation of this 5050 µm
2 

area is about 

200 nm. 
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Fig. 8.9. (a) AFM image of the surface of the SnO2 film on c-sapphire. (b) AFM line 

profile along the black line indicated in the left image.  

 

 

Fig. 8.10. (a) AFM image of the area enclosed by a small white rectangle in Fig. 8.9a. 

(b) AFM line profile along the vertical line indicated in the left image.  

 

Fig. 8.10 shows a magnified image of the area enclosed by a small white square in Fig. 

8.9(a). In this 22 µm
2 

area there are 2 terraces. It is consistent with the result of the SEM 

study (see Fig. 8.4b). The line profile shows that the terrace height is only about 10 nm. 

The RMS of the height fluctuation of this area is 6 nm. 
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Fig. 8.11. (a) AFM image of the surface of the SnO2 film on r-sapphire. (b) AFM line 

profile along the black line indicated on the bottom left of the left image.  

 

The AFM micrograph of the SnO2 film on r-sapphire is presented in Fig. 8.11 for a 

scanning area of 22 µm
2
, the RMS of the roughness of this film is 10 nm. This value is of 

the same magnitude and only slightly larger than that of the SnO2 (100) on c-sapphire 

(6 nm). In figure (a), the layered structure is clearly visible, supporting the observation 

made in Fig. 8.6(f). Fig. 8.11 shows the AFM line profile along the black line depicted on 

the bottom left of figure (a). It reveals that the height of the terraces is in the range of 1 to 

2 nm, i.e. just the thickness of a few SnO2 unit cells. These terraces are flat. 
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Fig. 8.12. 2D and 3D AFM images of the surface of the SnO2 film on quartz glass for a 

scanning area of 1010 µm
2
.  

 

In Fig. 8.12 the top-view (2D) and three-dimensional (3D) AFM images of SnO2 film 

on quartz glass are presented for comparison. The typical grain sizes of the film are about 

4 µm in length or width. The RMS of the height fluctuation in this scanning area of 

1010 µm
2 

is 0.5 µm. This indicates that the surface of the SnO2 film on quartz glass is 

very rough due to the random arrangement of the large faceted grains. The results are 

consistent with the cross-sectional SEM image of this film (see Fig. 8.8b). 
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8.4 Raman spectra 

 

The Raman spectra of SnO2 films grown on the three different substrates at high substrate 

temperatures are presented in Fig. 8.13. In graphs (a) and (b), the Raman spectra of the 

substrates are depicted for comparison. The three Raman-active phonon modes of Eg, A1g, 

and B2g symmetry character at about 476, 634, and 778 cm
-1

, respectively, are observed in 

the spectra of the samples on r-sapphire and on quartz glass. In case of the SnO2 film on c-

sapphire the B2g mode is absent. This finding is in accordance with the theoretical 

predictions summarized in table (4.1) and the experimental observations of the SnO2 films 

grown at the low temperature of 510 °C discussed in section 6.2.5. The fourth Raman-

active mode B1g observed at the Raman shift of about 121 cm
-1

 by Peercy et al. [2] was 

also detected in our SnO2 films (see the inset in Fig. 8.13c), but exhibits only a weak signal 

intensity. Katiyar et al. performed a careful search of this region using different excitation 

wavelengths and reported that this mode typically has an intensity a thousand times weaker 

than that of the A1g mode [3].  

Next to the Raman-active phonons, three additional features at about 497, 541, and 

696 cm
-1

 are visible in the spectra in Fig. 8.13. Weak Raman bands at 497 and 695 cm
-1

 

were also observed by Peng in the spectra of SnO2 nanobelts synthesized from Sn and SiO2 

powders [4]. Abello et al. proposed that IR modes could become weakly activated due to 

structural disorder and suggested that the weak Raman bands at 497 
 
and 695 cm

-1
 might 

correspond to the IR-active transverse optical (TO) and longitudinal optical phonons (LO) 

of A2u symmetry character, respectively [5]. The weak Raman band at 541 cm
-1

 was also 

observed by Dieguez et al. in the Raman spectrum of nanometric SnO2 particles [6]. They 

proposed that the appearance of the signal at about 541 cm
-1

 was a consequence of the 

disorder activation. Structural disorder is for example induced by intrinsic or extrinsic 

point defects that break the perfect translational symmetry of the ideal crystal structure. As 

a consequence, the Raman selection rules may be modified such that normally Raman 

forbidden lattice vibrations, e.g. infrared active modes or silent modes, become Raman 

active. Alternatively, the additional features might originate from second or higher order 

scattering processes. For example, the broad signal at about 497 cm
-1

 might be caused by 

the difference mode Eu
(3)(LO) − Eu

(1)(LO)  or the overtone process 2Eu
(1)

. Further 

experiments are required to clarify their origin unambiguously. (The values of modes Eu
(𝑥)

 

can be found in Ref. [7].) 
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Fig. 8.13. Raman spectra of SnO2 films grown at a high substrate temperature of 

900 °C: (a) SnO2 (100) on c-sapphire; (b) SnO2 (101) on r-sapphire; (c) polycrystalline 

SnO2 film on quartz glass. The red dashed lines indicate the positions of the Raman-

active modes of B1g, Eg, A1g, and B2g. 

 

To study the angle dependence of the phonon modes of SnO2, the sample was rotated 

by 360° about the normal of the sample surface (see Fig. 4.3). Introducing a polarization 

filter in the optical path of the scattered light from the sample, allows one to analyze 

parallel aligned polarization vectors of the incident laser light and the scattered radiation 

from the sample. If the polarization filter is combined with a half-wave plate, 

perpendicularly polarized light is detected. The theoretically expected intensity dependence 

on sample rotation can be found in section 4.1.3 tables (4.1) and (4.2).  

The B1g mode was too weak to extract quantitative information on intensity variation. 

We do not discuss the experimental results of the B1g mode in this work. 
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Fig. 8.14 shows the intensities of the Raman-active modes A1g and Eg of SnO2 (100) on 

c-sapphire for parallel and perpendicularly aligned incident and scattered polarization 

vectors versus the rotation angle of the SnO2 film about the normal of the (100)-plane. All 

accessible Raman modes are independent of the rotation angle. According to the 

theoretical calculations in table (4.1), the scattered intensities of the Raman-active modes 

A1g and Eg should explicitly depend on the rotation angle of the sample. As shown by 4-

circle HRXRD -scan in section 8.2, the SnO2 film on c-sapphire consists of domains 

rotated by the 120°. If the three types of domains rotated by 120° with respect to each other 

all contribute to the same extent to the scattering process, the calculated intensities of the 

Raman-active modes A1g and Eg are constant, i.e., the intensities of the Raman modes are 

independent of the rotation angle of the film. Our experimental results are in accordance 

with such considerations. 

 

 

 

Fig. 8.14. Intensity of the Raman signals of the SnO2 (100) on c-sapphire versus sample 

rotation about the normal of the (100)-plane for (a) parallel and (b) perpendicularly 

aligned incident and scattered polarization vectors.  

 

The intensities of the lattice vibrations of A1g, B2g, and Eg symmetry character of 

SnO2 (101) on rotation about the normal axis are depicted in Fig. 8.15. The scattered 

intensities depend explicitly on the rotation angle of the sample. Each phonon reveals a 

specific dependence on rotation. The Eg mode for both parallel and perpendicularly 

polarized light is weak.  

All the results of the modes A1g, B2g, and Eg for the parallel oriented incident and 

scattered polarization vectors can be fitted with the equations given in table (4.2) (see solid 

lines in Fig. 8.15a). However, it is not possible to determine the ratio of the Raman tensor 

elements a and b of the A1g mode unambiguously since the fitting procedure is 

overdetermined. Further it must be noted that the Eg mode does not vanish completely 
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upon rotation as expected by theory. This result might indicate that the laser spot is not 

rotated about a single sample location in experiment. 

 

 

 

Fig. 8.15. Intensity of the Raman signals of the SnO2 (101) on r-sapphire versus sample 

rotation about the normal of the (101)-plane for (a) parallel and (b) perpendicularly 

aligned incident and scattered polarization vectors. The solid lines are fits to the angle 

dependences based on the functions in section 4.1, table (4.2). 

 

Fig. 8.15(b) depicts the intensities of modes A1g, B2g, and Eg for the perpendicularly 

aligned incident and scattered polarization vectors versus the rotation angle. The intensity 

dependence of phonon of B2g symmetry character is well represented by the model 

function given in table (4.2). The Eg mode cannot be fitted since its signal intensity is too 

low. At first sight, the function describing the A1g mode reflects the experimental findings. 

However, the A1g mode does not vanish completely upon rotation in contrast to the 

theoretical prediction leading to large errors of the fitted parameters a and b. The reason 

for that unexpected offset is not clear yet. 
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8.5 Photoluminescence spectra  

 

In this work, time resolved PL (TRPL) and continuous wave PL (CWPL) measurements at 

low temperature of 67 K were carried out on the SnO2 films. Fig. 8.16-18(a) show the PL 

spectra of the SnO2 films on c-, r-sapphire and quartz glass for different excitation powers, 

respectively. All spectra are dominated by a broad deep-level emission band centered at 

near 2.6 eV in the visible region. This emission is much lower than the expected band gap 

of 3.6 eV for the SnO2 films. Hence, the visible emission cannot be assigned to the direct 

recombination of a conduction-band electron (associated with the Sn 5s states) and a hole 

valence band (associated with the O 2p states [8]). It is rather related to the crystalline 

defects induced during the growth according to He et al.: the interaction of oxygen 

vacancies with interfacial tin vacancies leads to the formation of a considerable amount of 

trapped states with energies within the bandgap. These result in the observed dominant PL 

signal [9]. The spectral break-up in the broad peaks is caused by inhomogeneities in the 

streak cameras photoemission rather than from the emission itself, as becomes clear when 

looking at the time-integrated detection. In addition to the broad deep-level emission, no 

other peak is observed in the PL spectra of these measured points.  

Next, the dependence on excitation intensity is discussed. Fig. 8.16-18(b) show the 

TRPL data for different excitation powers. The time-resolved signals were integrated 

across a range of from 1.67 to 3.47 eV wide spectral region centered at the peak PL energy 

(2.6 eV). The decay times of the films on sapphires are very long, i.e., the decay constant is 

very slow, in the range of many tens of nanoseconds or longer. The time-zero is hardly 

observable at the lowest excitation fluency shown, yet becomes more obvious as the 

system is excited more strongly. These additional carriers give rise to a fast initial decay 

component which only becomes visible once the deeper trap-states are getting saturated. 

This the prototypical behavior expected for trapped excitations which radiate dominantly 

and cannot reach non-radiative recombination centers easily. The decay constant for the 

SnO2 films on quartz glass shown in Fig. 8.18(b) is also relatively slow, but it is faster than 

for the films on sapphire. A probable reason is the polycrystalline nature of the films. In 

contrast to the material deposited on sapphire, the film on quartz glass substrate consists of 

many faceted grains. Despite the relatively large grain sizes, it is likely that the grain 

boundaries provide additional non-radiative recombination channels causing a faster decay 

of the deep-trap emission.  
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Fig. 8.16. PL spectra (a) and TRPL transients (b) for the SnO2 film grown on c-sapphire 

with different excitation powers at T = 67K, respectively. 

 

 

 

Fig. 8.17. PL spectra (a) and TRPL transients (b) for the SnO2 film grown on r-sapphire 

with different excitation powers at T = 67K, respectively. 

 

 

 

Fig. 8.18. PL spectra (a) and TRPL transients (b) for the SnO2 film grown on quartz 

glass with different excitation powers at T = 67K, respectively. 
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The PL of the SnO2 film on sapphire substrates was measured at various different 

positions on the sample. Fig. 8.19(a) shows the PL spectra measured at two different points 

of the SnO2 film on c-sapphire. The broad deep-level emission is dominant at position 3 

(red line) while an additional, sharp UV emission is observed at position 2 (black line). 

This relatively narrow-band (FWHM of 91 meV) line centered at 3.30eV completely 

dominates the spectrum, suppressing the deep-level contributions (the integrated time-

interval for both was from -500 to 900 ps). A tentative attribution to impurities or defects 

in the substrates should be ruled out as this pronounced peak was not found there, neither 

on the back side of the sample (substrate) nor on a second piece of pure c-sapphire from 

the same batch. This emission should hence be related to the SnO2 film and may tentatively 

be assigned to emission from bound excitons: a similar feature has been observed by Liu 

et al., who reported a narrow peak at 3.2 eV for SnO2 nanowires using PL. [10]. 

 

 

 

Fig. 8.19. (a) PL spectra acquired at the different positions of the SnO2 film on c-

sapphire. The normalized TRPL transients for the position 2 (b) and position 3 (c) of 

the film integrated over spectral regions of 365-385 nm (blue) and of 400-580 nm (red), 

respectively. 

 

Fig. 8.19(b-c) show the TRPLs for the two different positions of the film on c-sapphire 

integrated across the spectral regions of 365-385 nm and 400-580 nm in blue and red color, 

respectively. The TRPL for the position 2 reveals completely different decay dynamics 

compared with all other data. It is of nearly perfect single-exponential nature, strongly 

suggesting that this emission channel is excitonic. A numerical fit yields a single-

exponential decay constant of about 620 ps. 

 

The dynamics of the radiative recombination are further analyzed by looking at the 

TRPL spectra for the SnO2 film on c-sapphire at position 2. Fig. 8.20 shows TRPL spectra 

monitored at various times after the pulsed excitation. Each spectrum is integrated across a 

time-interval of 30 ps. Panel (a) reveals the intensity variation of the PL spectra. The 
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impurity emission at about 2.6 eV is observed during all times as it decays most slowly. 

The narrow-band peak shows more intricate dynamics. Hence, the normalized intensities 

are plotted in the Fig. 8.20(b), the curves are vertically offset for clarity. Around the 

excitation at 0 ps (integrated time-interval from -15 to 15 ps), the spectrum is dominated by 

the emission band at 3.329 eV. This peak shifts gradually towards lower photon energy 

with increasing time delay. If the time is increased about 6900 ps, the emission band is 

located at about 3.278 eV. The energy difference of the peak after pulsed excitation 

between 0 and 6900 ps is about 51 meV. The finding is also observed in In0.20Ga0.80N 

/In0.05Ga0.95N multiple quantum wells [11]. Narukawa et al. suggested that the density of 

states of localized centers is distributed to some extent, and that localized excitons are 

transferred further to the lower-lying energy levels. 

 

 

 

Fig. 8.20. (a) Time-integrated PL spectra monitored at various time integrated during 

the same time-interval (30 ps) after pulsed excitation. (b) Each spectrum is normalized 

in intensity. 

 

 

 

Fig. 8.21. CWPL spectra of the SnO2 films grown on c- (a), r-sapphire (b), and quartz 

glass (c) with different excitation power at temperature of 67 K.  
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The CWPL spectra of the SnO2 films grown on c- (panel a), r-sapphire (panel b) and 

quartz glass (panel c) with pronounced disorder are shown in Fig. 8.21 at the different 

excitation powers, respectively. For these experimental conditions, an asymmetric spectral 

shape of the PL is a clear hallmark of a disordered system (see Ref. [12], page 58). Here, 

the low energy slope basically represents the distribution of the band-tail states, whereas 

the much steeper high-energy side of the spectra is related to the carrier temperature and 

the homogeneous broadening of the optical transition. The peaks for three films on 

different substrates are located at almost the same energy of 2.6 eV, and do not vary in 

emission energy with increasing excitation power.  
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8.6 Optical transmittance  

 

The SnO2 films grown at high temperature on sapphire are colorless and transparent, while 

the film on quartz glass with the thickness of 8 µm has a whitish milky appearance. It is 

attributed to the polycrystalline nature of the film and the related light scattering at the 

surface. Fig. 8.22 shows the optical transmittance of the samples as a function of the 

incident light wavelength in the range of 200-2650 nm. The olive green, red, and emerald 

green curves correspond to the transmittance of the double-face polished pure 0.33 mm 

thick r-, c-sapphire, and 0.5 mm thick quartz glass substrates, respectively.  

The black curve corresponds to the transmittance of SnO2 sample on r-sapphire. The 

perfect interference oscillations of the transmittance spectrum in the range from the visible 

to the infrared demonstrate the flat surface and homogeneity of this film. According to the 

oscillations of the transmittance spectrum the film thickness is estimated to 4.75 µm and 

the standard deviation of this film thickness is only 25 nm. The results are in very good 

agreement with the thickness obtained by SEM (see Fig. 8.7). The average transmittance in 

the range of Vis-IR is about 80% for the sample and about 85% for the substrate. The 

absolute average transmittance (i.e. corrected for the substrate contribution) for the 

deposited SnO2 film is about 94%.  

The blue curve shows the transmittance of the SnO2 sample on c-sapphire. Only weak 

interference oscillations are visible in this spectrum. According to the oscillations we can 

calculate the film on c-sapphire to be 3.5 µm thick, and the standard deviation of the film 

thickness is 170 nm, much larger than that of the film on r-sapphire. The absolute average 

transmittance for the SnO2 film on c-sapphire in the range of IR is also more than 90%, but 

in the visible range it is slightly lower. The rather high transmittance of both thick films is 

attributed to the good ordering and few impurity defects inside the films. The slightly 

higher transmittance of the sample on r-sapphire is probably due to the better surface 

quality (see section 8.3) 

The rust red curve shows the transmittance of the SnO2 film on quartz glass. The 

transmittance of this sample is obviously very low, in stark contrast to that of the films on 

sapphire. The reason is that the film on quartz glass consists of large polycrystalline grains 

yielding a very rough faceted surface. The grain boundaries and the rough surface of the 

film give rise to very strong diffuse scattering leading to the very low transmittance. As the 

diffuse scattering dominates the transmission of SnO2 film on quartz glass rather than the 

absorption, a similar analysis to extract the optical band gap cannot be applied. 

The 2/3
 of the film on c- and r-sapphire is plotted in Fig. 8.23 as a function of the 

incident light photon energy h. Extrapolating along the linear portion of the 2/3 
vs. h 

curve to zero absorption yields a value for the absorption edge of the two SnO2 film on c- 
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and r-plane sapphire of 3.74 eV. This value is close to the band gap 3.6 eV of bulk SnO2 

(see Ref. [13] page 29). 

 

 

 

Fig. 8.22. Transmittance spectra for the pure substrates and SnO2 samples on different 

substrates. The SnO2 films on r-sapphire with a thickness of 4.7 µm on c-sapphire with 

a thickness of 3.5 µm are transparent; the SnO2 film on quartz glass with a thickness of 

~8 µm is a whitish milky appearance. 

 

 

 

Fig. 8.23. plots of 2/3
 as a function of photon energy (h) for SnO2 films on c- and r-

sapphire deposited at a substrate temperature of 900 °C. 
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8.7 Conclusions 

 

The capability of CVD as a suitable technique for growing high quality epitaxial SnO2 

films on c- and r-sapphire substrates was demonstrated in this chapter.  The XRD results 

reveal that the -scan FWHM of (100) reflection and the coherent length along [100] 

direction of the SnO2 film on c-sapphire are 0.039° and 318 nm, respectively, indicating 

the very perfect out-of-plane ordering of the SnO2 film grown at a temperature of 900 °C 

on c-sapphire with a thickness of about 4 µm. However, HRXRD and angle dependent 

Raman spectra reveal that the in-plane ordering of the films grown on r-sapphire is better 

than that of the film grown on c-sapphire. The SEM and AFM results show that these films 

on sapphire consist of domains with sizes in the range of 20 - 40 µm, and the 

corresponding film on quartz glass is polycrystalline and consists of single crystallites with 

sizes between 2 and 7 µm in length. Furthermore, the cross-sectional SEM images reveal 

that an interface layer with a columnar structure and an extension of about 500 to 800 nm 

is present in case of c-sapphire substrates, which is absent in case of r-sapphire substrates. 

The top of films on sapphire exhibits a terraced structure, and the height of the terrace is in 

the nanometer range on c- and r-sapphire. The low temperature (67 K) PL and TRPL 

spectra exhibit an excitonic emission located at about 3.3 eV, whose energy slightly varies 

with the time after pulsed excitation. The absolute average transmittance of the films on 

sapphire substrates is above 90% in the visible and infrared range, which also demonstrates 

that the epitaxial SnO2 films grown on sapphire possess very good quality. 
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9     Summary and outlook 

 

This thesis work demonstrates that CVD has an excellent potential as a growth technique 

for high-quality SnO2 epitaxial thin films. The analysis of the films provides extensive 

insight into the fundamental physical properties of this material system.  

We have attempted to use SnI2 (Sn
2+

) (and even tried to use tin metal) as Sn precursor, 

aiming at achieving SnO as well as SnO2 films by CVD. However, we have never 

observed growth of SnO, or the formation of Sn2O3, Sn3O4, or iodine inclusions in our 

SnO2 films in our growth process as confirmed by XRD, XPS and Raman measurements. 

All films consisted of pure-phase SnO2 with a rutile structure. In contrast, Becker et al. 

reported that single-phase films of -SnO were deposited at relative low oxygen flow rate 

and low substrate temperature by ion beam sputtering [1]. In our case, reducing the oxygen 

flow rate and the substrate temperature can only reduce the growth rate in the SnO2 film 

growth down to no film formation.  

In this work we have tried to use quartz glass, c-, r-, and a-plane sapphire as substrates. 

To optimize the deposition process, we first investigated systematically the influence of the 

CVD parameters on the film properties, such as the substrate temperature, the precursor 

SnI2 evaporation, and the oxygen flow rate, etc. When the substrate temperature was lower 

than 350 °C, no thin film formation could be achieved on any of the substrates used in the 

CVD process. The growth rate increased almost linearly with increasing substrate 

temperature above 350 °C up to 700 °C. However, if the substrate temperature was 900 °C, 

and the evaporation rate of the SnI2 was 0.7 g/h, the growth rate of the SnO2 films rapidly 

increased to about 2 µm/h and 4 µm/h on sapphire and quartz glass, respectively. 

Furthermore, the growth rate of SnO2 films increased also almost linearly with increasing 

O2 flow rate at a fixed substrate temperature.  

On single crystal substrates we always obtained highly oriented epitaxial SnO2 films, 

whereas polycrystalline SnO2 thin films always were formed on quartz glass. The films 

were preferentially formed with SnO2 (110) parallel to the quartz glass substrate surface 

for film thicknesses up to about 400 to 500 nm. This observation is expected as the (110)-

plane possesses the lowest surface formation energy in SnO2 [2]. However, the dominant 

reflections in the XRD spectra changed significantly for films thicker than 1 µm. The SnO2 

(211) reflection instead of (110) reflection becomes the preferred orientation of the SnO2 

films on quartz glass. 

A series of epitaxial SnO2 films were obtained on c-plane sapphire. The films on c-

sapphire show an epitaxial relationship with the substrate of SnO2 (100)‖Al2O3 (001) (out-

of-plane) and SnO2[010]‖Al2O3<110> (in-plane). Detailed analysis using XRD and SEM 
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reveal that the crystal quality and the morphology of SnO2 films are dependent on the O2 

flow rate during film deposition, which is very likely caused by a variation of the VO 

density in the films. This series of experiments indicates that the quality of SnO2 films is 

enhanced with increasing O2 gas flow rate up to 40 sccm, and then declines with further 

increase of the O2 flow rate. As the O2 flow rate is increased, the carrier concentration in 

films decreases from 3  10
19

 to 9  10
17

 cm
-3

. This indicates a decrease of the VO 

concentration with increasing O2 flow rate during the film growth.  

The epitaxial SnO2 film on c-sapphire starts in the Volmer-Weber growth mode. The 

films initially grow by the nucleation of discrete islands with rectangular unit cells of c = 

3.187 (relaxed) and b = 4.759 Å (strained) in-plane. There are three possible orientations of 

the unit cell of the SnO2 islands with respect to the c-sapphire substrate. The orientations 

are rotated by 120° with respect to each other. At a characteristic layer thickness of about 

50 nm the islands begin to merge, leading to a closed SnO2 film growth on c-sapphire with 

a characteristic domain structure. This growth mechanism of SnO2 films on c-sapphire by 

CVD is independent of the substrate temperature in the range of 450 - 650 °C. 

The films grown on r-plane sapphire substrates also consist of pure-phase SnO2. The 

epitaxial relationship of the films with the substrate is SnO2(101)∥Al2O3(011̅2) out-of-

plane, SnO2[010]∥Al2O3[100] and SnO2[101̅]∥Al2O3[1̅2̅1] in-plane. But the orientation of 

SnO2 (101) has a small tilt angle (about 1° to 2°) with the orientation of Al2O3(011̅2) for 

substrate temperatures between 450 and 650°C. The tilt orientates crystallites towards two 

opposite directions with mirror symmetry. How to control the distribution the formation of 

fractions of grains of either symmetry and the relation between dislocation and 

crystallographic tilt, and how the mirror symmetry influences the optical and electrical 

properties of the films is not clear. 

The films with thickness smaller than 1 µm are colorless and transparent. The absolute 

average transmittance of the films is more than 85% in the visible and infrared range. The 

optical absorption edge is in the range of 3.57 to 3.78 eV in this study.  

High-quality heteroepitaxial SnO2 films can be obtained at a high substrate temperature 

of 900 °C by CVD. The growth rate of these films on sapphire is about 2 µm/h. XRD 

measurements determined the FWHM of rocking curve of SnO2 (200) reflection for the 

film with thickness of 3.5 µm on c-sapphire to be only 0.04°, indicating the high degree of 

out-of-plane ordering of this film. The three lattice parameters of the film on r-sapphire are 

calculated to be 4.738 Å, 4.738 Å and 3.184 Å, indicating that thick films are just like bulk 

SnO2. The SEM measurements show that no grains or grain boundaries are observed on the 

films surface. The domains of these films are huge and possess diameters of more than 

30 µm. Angle-dependent Raman spectra for SnO2 (101) on r-sapphire is in good agreement 

with the calculated scattering intensities of the phonon modes A1g, B2g and Eg. The low 

temperature (67 K) PL and TRPL spectra exhibit an excitonic emission located at about 
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3.3 eV, whose energy slightly varies with the time after pulsed excitation. A broad deep-

level emission is located at 2.6 eV, which is probably caused by the formation of trapped 

states due to oxygen vacancies. The absolute average transmittance of the films on 

sapphires is above 90% in the visible and infrared range. An optical absorption edge of 

3.74 eV for these thick films on sapphire substrates is estimated.   

 

The success of epitaxial growth of SnO2 films on c- and r-sapphires indicates that 

heteroepitaxy may not only occur in material systems with similar structural symmetry, e.g. 

cubic on cubic, tetragonal on cubic, or vice versa, but is also possible for materials with 

different symmetry, e.g., tetragonal on hexagonal. Epitaxial growth of SnO2 on sapphire 

has been demonstrated by various deposition techniques, such as CVD, MBE, sputter 

deposition and PLD etc. The best results have been obtained on r-sapphire substrates. This 

is in agreement with the findings of this thesis for CVD growth. Thus, the foundation is 

laid for obtaining high quality SnO2 films which can be used in fundamental studies of the 

properties of this material system. Research directions based on the findings reported here 

may concern the open questions of controlled extrinsic doping of SnO2 or of improvement 

of the SnO2 films by employing sputtered SnO2 buffer layers. Both are issues, which need 

to be addressed on the road towards SnO2 devices.  
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